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ABSTRACT 
 
Circadian (~24 h) clocks regulate daily cycles in gene expression to control overt 
rhythms in physiology, metabolism and behavior. In Drosophila, a transcriptional 
feedback loop activated by CLOCK-CYCLE (CLK-CYC) complexes, repressed by 
PERIOD-TIMELESS (PER-TIM) complexes, and synchronized to light:dark cycles 
primarily by CRYPTOCHROME (CRY), keeps circadian time. The timing of activation 
and repression is regulated post-translationally, in part through rhythmic 
phosphorylation of CLK, PER, and TIM. Although kinases that control CLK, PER, and 
TIM levels, activity, and/or subcellular localization have been identified, less is known 
about phosphatases that control clock protein dephosphorylation. Using genetic, 
behavioral and molecular analyses, I identified protein phosphatases that function within 
the Drosophila circadian clock. Moreover, I took advantage of behavioral, molecular, 
and electrophysiological analyses to characterize CRY expression and function in 
peripheral tissues of Drosophila melanogaster. 
To identify phosphatases, clock cell-specific RNAi knockdowns of all annotated 
phosphatases in Drosophila were screened for altered activity rhythms. I identified 22 
such phosphatases that either lengthened or shortened circadian period by ≥ 1 h or were 
significantly arrhythmic. The efficacy and specificity of RNAis was validated by testing 
RNAis that targeted other regions of the mRNA, transposon inserts, and either existing 
or CRISPR-generated loss of function mutants for defects in activity rhythms. One 
phosphatase identified, Leukocyte-Antigen-Related (LAR), regulates the development of 
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neuronal circuit underlying the communication between clock neurons in the fly brain. 
This work, along with the analysis of another 15 candidates that remain after validation, 
will reveal novel features of the circadian timekeeping mechanism in Drosophila that 
may be conserved in all animals including humans. 
Furthermore, using a GFP-tagged-cry transgene, I show that CRY is expressed in 
Drosophila peripheral tissues and promotes light-dependent TIM degradation. 
Electrophysiological recordings from larval salivary glands which lack a circadian clock 
and are non-excitable, demonstrated that CRY regulates cell membrane physiology in 
collaboration with K
+
 channels. These findings for the first time define the expression 
profile of CRY in Drosophila peripheral tissues, and reveal that CRY functions in a 
light-independent and K
+
 channel-dependent manner to alter membrane function in 
peripheral tissues devoid of a canonical circadian clock. 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
Biological clocks, a ubiquitous theme in multiple organisms 
Circadian rhythms are a fundamental property of prokaryotic and eukaryotic microbes, 
plants and animals that impose a ~24 h temporal organization on their physiology, 
metabolism and behavior. These rhythms are not passively driven by environmental 
cycles, but are controlled by endogenous circadian (~24 h) clocks that keep time in the 
absence of environmental cues. However, daily environmental cues such as light and 
temperature reset these clocks to a precise 24 h period, thereby synchronizing clocks in 
different cells and tissues. Circadian clocks are essentially ubiquitous, and presumably 
confer a selective advantage by anticipating environmental transitions such as light:dark 
(LD) cycles. Importantly, the clock is known to control numerous physiological and 
molecular processes (e.g., the sleep-wake cycle, melatonin secretion, body core 
temperature, and the cell cycle) in organisms ranging from bacteria and fungi to humans. 
Consequently, there is growing evidence that clock deficiencies are associated with 
abnormal sleep-wake cycles (e.g., Familial Advanced Sleep Phase Syndrome), epilepsy, 
cerebrovascular diseases, movement disorders, multiple sclerosis and headaches (Turek 
et al., 2001; Laposky et al., 2008). Disorders caused by a dysfunctional clock emphasize 
the clinical importance of understanding the molecular organization of the circadian 
system. 
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A transcriptional feedback loop underlies the circadian oscillator 
A highly conserved feature of circadian clocks is that they are composed of cell-
autonomous transcriptional feedback loops that use positive and negative elements to 
regulate cyclical gene expression (Dunlap et al., 1999). In Drosophila melanogaster, the 
core circadian feedback loop is composed of the positively acting basic-helix-loop-helix 
(bHLH) PER-ARNT-SIM (PAS) partners CLOCK (CLK) and CYCLE (CYC), which 
bind to E-box enhancer elements and activate transcription of period (per) and timeless 
(tim) in a time-dependent manner, along with other key clock and downstream effector 
genes (Fig. 1; Hardin, 2005). In the late afternoon/early evening, PER and TIM begin to 
accumulate in the cytoplasm and eventually interact to form a complex that enters the 
nucleus in the middle of the night (Lee et al., and Zeng et al., 1996; Price et al., 1998), 
an event accompanied by rapid decrease in the levels of per and tim transcripts (Hardin 
et al., 1990; Sehgal et al., 1995). Accumulating levels of PER and TIM proteins inhibit 
CLK-CYC activity, and once PER and TIM are degraded, the next round of CLK-CYC 
activation begins (Hardin, 2011). A similar circuit whereby a heterodimer composed of 
CLOCK and BMAL1 (vertebrate homolog of CYC) activating expression of auto-
inhibitors (Per1-3 and Cry1-2), is conserved in mammals including humans (Hardin and 
Panda, 2013; Partch et al., 2014).  
A second interlocked transcriptional feedback loop operates in the fruit fly that 
also contributes to circadian timing. Two CLK-CYC-dependent transcription factors, 
VRILLE (VRI) and PAR Domain Protein 1 (PDP1), mediate this second transcriptional 
feedback loop (Fig. 1; Glossop et al., 1999 and 2003; Cyran et al., 2003). The dynamic 
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interplay of these two loops is thought to be important for maintaining high amplitude 
transcriptional rhythms, which are important for driving behavioral and physiological 
rhythms. Additional feedback loops also exists in mammals, one driven by orthologs of 
VRI (e.g., E4BP4) and PDP1 (e.g., DBP/TEF/HLF) and another driven by ROR and 
REV-ERB nuclear receptor paralogs (Ueda et al., 2001; Preitner et al., 2002; Bell-
Pedersen et al., 2005).  
 
 
Figure 1: Model of the transcriptional feedback loops that keep circadian time in 
Drosophila. All gene, regulatory element, and protein names are as defined in the text. 
Double line, nuclear envelope; solid arrows, transcription activation; blocked line, 
repression; dashed line, possible activation or repression; and P, phosphorylation. 
(Adapted from Benito et al., 2007). 
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Regulation of circadian transcription in Drosophila 
There is a plethora of evidence suggesting that self-sustaining ~24 h oscillatory 
mechanisms are dependent on integrating multiple regulatory pathways, such as 
temporal changes in the posttranslational regulation of core clock proteins. These 
regulatory mechanisms are thought to modulate the stability, activity, and subcellular 
localization of clock components that determine the timing of their action in the daily 
cycle (Kloss et al., 1998). Multiple levels of posttranslational controls are built into these 
systems, presumably to delay the molecular feedback cycles so that they take a full 24 h 
and maintain robust amplitude of cycling from the transcription of clock components all 
the way to physiological outputs. In addition, these controls for example, 
phosphorylation of clock proteins, provide mechanisms through which the clock can be 
reset by environmental inputs (Mizoguchi et al., 2006). 
Cyclic post-translational modiﬁcations (PTMs) of clock proteins are also 
important for molecular clock oscillations that control the timing of circadian 
transcription in higher eukaryotes (Bae and Edery, 2006; Gallego and Virshup, 2007; 
Weber et al., 2011). The precise regulation of clock protein accumulation, sub-cellular 
trafﬁcking, activation, inactivation, and ﬁnally degradation involves a cascade of speciﬁc 
co-factor and chromatin interactions, as well as modiﬁcations by phosphorylation, 
acetylation, SUMOylation, glycosylation and ubiquitylation. CLK and PER in flies are 
reversibly modified by O-GlcNAcylation to regulate their transcriptional activities 
(Kaasik et al., 2013). BMAL1 is SUMOylated, a modiﬁcation that destabilizes the 
circadian activator complex (Cardone et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008). In addition to 
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SUMOylation and phosphorylation, mammalian CLK is shown to harbor acetyl-
transferase activity (Doi et al., 2006). Acetylation of BMAL1 by mammalian CLK is 
important for inhibition of circadian transcription (Hirayama et al., 2007). Moreover, 
activation and repression of circadian transcription are shown to be associated with 
circadian cycles of histone acetylation and methylation of clock controlled promoter 
regions (Etchegaray et al., 2003; Ripperger and Schibler, 2006; Taylor and Hardin, 
2008; Katada and Sassone-Corsi, 2010). As expected, altering speciﬁc phosphorylation 
sites on clock proteins (Kivimae et al., 2008; Chiu et al., 2008; Mahesh et al., and Lee et 
al., 2014) and clock protein kinases and phosphatases (Price et al., 1998; Martinek et al., 
2001; Lin et al., 2002; Akten et al., 2003; Sathyanarayanan et al., 2004; Fang et al., 
2007) causes disruption of the molecular oscillations and changes in the period of free 
running rhythms. These observations demonstrate that speciﬁc PTMs of clock proteins 
carry timing information for circadian oscillations, where phosphorylation is the most 
extensively characterized PTM that regulates circadian rhythms. 
In the absence of rhythmic transcription, PER and TIM protein levels can still 
oscillate and drive behavioral rhythms in some flies, albeit weakly (Yang and Sehgal, 
2001). This suggests that posttranslational regulation i.e. cyclic phosphorylation of PER 
and TIM plays an important role in the timekeeping mechanism of the Drosophila clock. 
Regulation of the subcellular localization, stability, interactions and activity of clock 
components like PER in Drosophila and FREQUENCY in Neurospora by reversible 
phosphorylation has been well characterized (Mizoguchi et al., 2006). Moreover, 
phosphorylation of a key mammalian circadian protein, PER2, precisely controls the 
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period and phase of circadian oscillations by supporting normal nuclear PER2 
accumulation (Maier et al., 2009). Many of the circadian rhythm sleep disorder (CRSD) 
relevant variations reported to date, affect the phosphorylation status of the clock 
proteins (Ebisawa et al., 2001), emphasizing the important contribution of 
phosphorylation of clock proteins to physical and mental health.  
In Drosophila, the DOUBLE-TIME (DBT) and NEMO (NMO) mediated 
hyperphosphorylation of CLK is thought to be balanced by protein phosphatase activity, 
resulting in a dynamic equilibrium between hypo- and hyperphosphorylated CLK 
variants (Yu et al., 2009 and 2010). This balance between phosphorylation and 
dephosphorylation presumably stabilizes the levels of CLK, which is thought to be the 
limiting component in the Drosophila transcriptional feedback circuitry (Bae et al., 
2002). Hence, an understanding of the role of protein phosphorylation status is essential 
for understanding circadian timekeeping mechanisms. The phosphorylation of CLK by 
PER-CRY-CK1 complexes in mammals is also suggested to repress transcription by 
removal of CLOCK-BMAL1 from E-boxes or by blocking of CLOCK-BMAL1 
transactivation (Reppert and Weaver, 2002). Given that core clock proteins are 
conserved in animals and are regulated by PTMs in different eukaryotic clock systems, 
what we learn about clock protein phosphorylation in Drosophila will likely be relevant 
to clock function in mammals. 
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Figure 2: Post-transcriptional and -translational regulatory steps within the Drosophila 
core feedback loop. All gene, regulatory element, and protein names are as defined in the 
text. All symbols are as defined in Fig. 1. A. ~ZT6-ZT12:  Delay in PER synthesis. B. 
~ZT16-20:  Movement of PER and TIM into the nucleus. C. ~ZT16-ZT0:  
Stabilization of nuclear PER. D. ~ZT3-ZT6:  Release of PER repression and reactivation 
of CLK-CYC transcription. Double bar, stabilizing activity; TYF, twenty four; CLKK, 
CLK kinase; ProDK, proline-directed kinase; gray bars, kinase and phosphatase targets; 
faded protein symbols, protein degradation; ?, putative direct effect; gray sinusoidal line, 
initiation of transcription. (Hardin, 2011). 
 
 
Based on the available evidence, the timing of CLK-CYC activation and PER-
TIM repression is primarily regulated post-translationally, in part through rhythmic 
phosphorylation of CLK, PER and TIM to generate 24 h rhythms. The phosphorylation 
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state of a protein is controlled dynamically by both protein kinases and phosphatases. 
However, this important regulatory mechanism has been studied mainly at the level of 
the kinases involved in mediating circadian clock function. Many kinases such as DBT 
(ortholog of mammalian CASEIN KINASE I, CKI), CAESIN KINASE II (CK2), 
SHAGGY (SGG; ortholog of mammalian GLYCOGEN SYNTHASE KINASE 3B, 
GSK3), and NMO that control PER, TIM, and/or CLK levels, activity, and/or subcellular 
localization have already been identified (Fig. 2; Kloss et al., 1998 and 2001; Price et al., 
1998; Martinek et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2002; Akten et al., 2003 and 2009; Chiu et al., 
2008 and 2011; Yu et al., 2011; Szabo et al., 2013). In contrast, few phosphatases such 
as PROTEIN PHOSHATASE 2A (PP2A), PROTEIN PHOSHATASE 1 (PP1), and 
STRIPAK have been discovered that target PER, TIM, and/or CLK to regulate 
transcriptional rhythms in Drosophila (Fig. 2; Sathyanarayanan et al., 2004; Fang et al., 
2007; Andreazza et al., 2015).  
 
In vivo RNAi screen to identify candidate phosphatases 
As previously described, in Drosophila, the PER-TIM-DBT complexes bind to and 
remove CLK-CYC from E-boxes, thereby promoting transcriptional repression (Fig. 1). 
However, PER-CLK binding in itself is not sufficient to remove CLK-CYC from E-
boxes (Kim et al., 2007). DBT, a CKI homolog phosphorylates TIM‐free PER protein 
and triggers its degradation (Kloss et al., and Price et al., 1998). As TIM accumulates, it 
binds to and stabilizes PER (Price et al., 1995). SGG (GSK3) phosphorylates TIM and 
CK2 phosphorylates PER to regulate nuclear entry of the PER/TIM/DBT complex, 
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thereby allowing repression of CLK/CYC function (Fig. 2; Martinek et al., 2001; Lin et 
al., 2002; Akten et al., 2003; Ko et al., 2010). In the absence of TIM, DBT promotes the 
phosphorylation and degradation of nuclear PER, thereby de-repressing CLK/CYC 
function and starting a new wave of transcription from E‐boxes. Moreover, it is well 
established that NMO phosphorylates S596 on PER, which stimulates DBT-dependent 
phosphorylation of S589, S585 and likely T583. Phosphorylation in this per-short 
phospho-cluster somehow delays phosphorylation at other DBT-dependent sites on PER 
including S47, thus delaying the PER/SLIMB interaction and the daily degradation of 
PER (Edery et al., 1994; Ko et al., 2002 and 2010; Grima et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2007; 
Nawathean et al., 2007; Chiu et al., 2008 and 2011; Kivimae et al., 2008; Yu et al., 
2011). PER-TIM-DBT dependent phosphorylation of CLK coincides with CLK-CYC 
release from E-boxes, suggesting that CLK phosphorylation represses transcription 
(Price et al., 1998; Nawathean and Rosbash, 2004; Yu et al., 2006). Upon release of 
PER-TIM-DBT, hyperphosphorylated CLK is replaced with transcriptionally competent 
hypophosphorylated CLK (Yu et al., 2006), likely via direct conversion of 
hyperphosphorylated CLK to hypophosphorylated CLK by phosphatases (Kim and 
Edery, 2006; Andreazza et al., 2015).  
Due to the similarity among posttranslational regulatory events in different 
eukaryotic clock systems, it has been proposed that the molecules mediating the 
modifications and degradation of clock proteins may be the common foundation that 
allows the evolution of circadian clocks in eukaryotes (Dunlap et al., 1999). However, 
how these modifications regulate mechanisms of circadian processes in organisms is 
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only partially understood for a few clock components. Hence, my goal was to determine 
how phosphorylation regulates rhythmic transcription within the autoregulatory 
feedback loop that keeps circadian time in flies. Therefore, I carried out an RNAi screen 
(Fig. 3) to identify and characterize additional phosphatases that dephosphorylate clock 
proteins, thereby revealing novel features of the circadian timekeeping mechanism in 
Drosophila that are likely to be conserved in all animals including humans.  
 
 
Figure 3: RNAi screen strategy to identify clock phosphatases in Drosophila. P1, P2, 
parent generations; F1, first filial generation; UAS, upstream activating sequence, an 
enhancer to which GAL4 specifically binds to activate gene transcription; PPase, 
phosphatase. Other details are as defined in the text. 
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We already know that PP1 functions within the Drosophila clock to 
dephosphorylate and stabilize TIM in cultured cells, thus stabilizing the PER-TIM-DBT 
complex, promoting transcriptional repression, and lengthening period (Fang et al., 
2007). Overexpression of the endogenous Nuclear Inhibitor of PP1 (NIPP1) also leads to 
a lengthened circadian period and reduction in amplitude of behavioral rhythms (Fang et 
al., 2007). Reducing the expression or activity of PP2A, which dephosphorylates PER, 
has also been shown to lengthen circadian period presumably by decreasing PER 
stability (Sathyanarayanan et al., 2004). Moreover, reducing the activity or expression of 
kinases that promote PER degradation (e.g. DBT), or PER-TIM-DBT nuclear 
localization (e.g. CK2, SGG), also lengthen circadian period (Martinek et al., 2001; Lin 
et al., 2002; Akten et al., 2003, Muskus et al., 2007). These results suggest that the 
kinases/phosphatases that phosphorylate/dephosphorylate clock proteins can yield both 
fast and slow clocks depending on which phase of the cycle they act. Additional copies 
of Clk result in increased CLK-CYC transcriptional activity and shortening of the 
circadian period of otherwise wild-type flies (Kim and Edery, 2006). Hence, an RNAi 
knockdown of CLK phosphatases, which would increase CLK phosphorylation and 
decrease transcriptional activity, should also lengthen circadian period. My hypothesis 
therefore was that an increase in clock protein phosphorylation via the 
phosphatase/regulator RNAi knockdown should decrease CLK-CYC transcriptional 
activity and/or affect PER-TIM-DBT localization or degradation, and in turn 
lengthen/shorten the period of locomotor activity.  
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Figure 4: Schematic for monitoring Drosophila activity rhythms. Single fly from the F1 
generation (Fig. 3) is introduced into the behavior tubes that are then fed into behavioral 
monitors equipped with infra-red beams. Activity is recorded whenever the beam breaks 
and is analyzed using Clocklab software as described in Methods. (Dunlap, 2004).   
 
 
I propose that PER degradation permits CLK dephosphorylation by protein 
phosphatases. Such dephosphorylation would render CLK-CYC competent to bind E-
boxes, thereby reactivating transcription. This hypothesis could be tested by identifying 
phosphatases that specifically dephosphorylate CLK and determining whether these 
phosphatases promote CLK-CYC binding to E-boxes and/or chromatin modifications 
that activate transcription. It is possible that new CLK synthesis could also account for 
the accumulation of hypophosphorylated CLK after transcriptional repression is 
released. However, if this were the case, hyperphosphorylated CLK would be degraded 
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and replaced by newly synthesized CLK. Since CLK does not drop to low levels before 
hypophosphorylated CLK accumulates, new CLK synthesis is a less likely explanation 
for the accumulation of hypophosphorylated CLK. Any reduction in the expression of 
CLK phosphatases/regulators is predicted to prolong repression, thereby lengthening the 
period of locomotor activity rhythms (Fig. 4).   
Screening ~100 clock cell-specific RNAi knockdown lines targeting each 
annotated Drosophila phosphatase identified 22 genes as candidate clock phosphatases 
(Fig. 3 and the table on page 29). These include protein phosphatases that 
dephosphorylate target proteins at serine and threonine residues, tyrosine residues or 
both (dual-specificity phosphatases). Moreover, they function in multiple cellular 
processes regulating protein stability, localization and/or activity. I tested if these 
candidate phosphatases dephosphorylated core clock proteins, and/or had an impact on 
the output pathways. Dephosphorylation of clock proteins by direct action of 
phosphatases is a key event involved in releasing the repression of CLK-CYC 
transcription in fruit flies. The proposed study is fundamental to our understanding of the 
molecular mechanism of the circadian clocks. The findings will help us determine how 
clock protein dephosphorylation controls transcriptional rhythms, which are required for 
circadian timekeeping in flies. The clock phosphatases identified here represent potential 
genetic links to clock associated disorders in humans and novel targets for the 
development of drugs to treat such disorders. 
Of the 22 phosphatases identified in the RNAi screen with aberrant rhythms, the 
receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase (RPTP) Leukocyte-Antigen Related (LAR; Streuli 
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et al., 1989) is required for rhythmic activity. Tyrosine phosphorylation of signal 
transduction proteins is regulated by protein-tyrosine kinases (PTKs) and protein-
tyrosine phosphatases (PTPs). Both PTKs and PTPs have soluble, cytosolic members 
and receptor-like transmembrane members that contain a wide variety of structural and 
regulatory subunits in association with the catalytic domains (Walton and Dixon, 1993; 
Bixby, 2001). Phosphorylation of protein tyrosine residues plays a major role in the 
regulation of many biological processes, including cell growth, differentiation, and 
development (Zhang, 1998; Chagnon et al., 2004). Additionally, PTKs and PTPs are 
among the many signal-transducing molecules that have been implicated in axon 
outgrowth, extension, guidance, or steering (Goodman, 1996). In Drosophila, the RPTP 
family of Immuno-globulin (Ig) transmembrane receptors have also been shown to be 
crucial for proper axon guidance during embryogenesis (Seeger et al., 1993), and cell 
migration and positioning at later stages (Jhaveri et al., 2004). Despite their roles in 
development and a wealth of structural and enzymatic data, the function of RPTPs in 
circadian context is poorly understood.  
There are six receptor PTPs identified in Drosophila, five of which are expressed 
predominantly on axons in the developing nervous system (Streuli et al., 1989; Yang et 
al., Tian et al., and Hariharan et al., 1991; Jeon et al., 2008). LAR is a member of this 
PTP subfamily that has ecto-domains consisting of N-terminal Ig-like domains and 
membrane-proximal fibronectin type III (FNIII) domains (Streuli et al., 1989); and a 
cytoplasmic domain consisting of two tandemly repeated PTPase domains, a membrane-
proximal PTP-D1 and C-terminal PTP-D2. This ectodomain structure is also found in 
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adhesion molecules suggesting that LAR may play a role in cell-cell or cell-extracellular 
matrix interactions. Moreover, the PTPase domains of the LAR subfamily are extremely 
well conserved where the PTPase domains of Drosophila LAR and human LAR share 
74% amino acid sequence identity suggesting a possible conservation in the function of 
Lar.  
Based on the behavioral arrhythmicity displayed by Lar RNAi knockdowns, I set 
out to determine a role for Lar in Drosophila clocks. Genetic and molecular analysis 
revealed that it regulates the development of neuronal circuit underlying the 
communication between clock neurons in the fly brain (Agrawal and Hardin, 2016). 
 
Organization of the circadian system in the Drosophila brain 
The Drosophila circadian clock operates in many cells and tissues (Menet and Hardin, 
2014). In the brain, this feedback loop operates in ~75 pacemaker neurons per 
hemisphere that function to drive activity rhythms (Fig. 5; Helfrich-Forster, 2003). 
These brain pacemaker neurons can be divided into multiple clusters based on their 
location, size and neuropeptide expression, including two anterior dorsal neuron 1s 
(DN1as), 15 posterior dorsal neuron 1s (DN1ps), two dorsal neuron 2s (DN2s), 38 dorsal 
neuron 3s (DN3s), six dorsal lateral neurons (LNds), three lateral posterior neurons 
(LPNs), four pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) neuropeptide-expressing small ventral 
lateral neurons (sLNvs), one PDF-negative 5
th
 sLNv, and four large ventral lateral 
neurons (lLNvs; Nitabach and Taghert, 2008; Shafer and Yao, 2014). These clusters of 
pacemaker neurons form a network that maintains synchrony and determines the pattern 
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of activity rhythms based on environmental inputs (Peschel and Helfrich-Forster, 2011; 
Yoshii et al., 2012). This network also exhibits circadian plasticity; the PDF-positive 
sLNvs send axonal projections toward DN1s and DN2s that undergo daily changes in 
morphology (Fernandez et al., 2008; Depretis-Chauvin et al., 2014). However, a direct 
molecular link between the core clock and rhythmic remodeling of sLNv axonal 
projections has not been identified. 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Circadian pacemaker neuron clusters and neural network in adult Drosophila 
brain. l-LNv, large ventral lateral neuron; s-LNv, small LNv; LNd, dorsal LN; DN, dorsal 
neuron; LPN, lateral posterior neuron; Ca, calyces of the mushroom bodies (MB); CC, 
central complex; PI/PL, pars intercerebralis/lateralis; Oc, ocelli; AL, antennal lobe; aMe, 
accessory medulla (Me); La, lamina; R1–8, photoreceptor cells of the compound eye (Ey). 
(Lim and Allada, 2013). 
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CRY function within and outside the Drosophila clock 
Circadian clocks enable organisms to anticipate daily changes in the external 
environment. Although these ~24 h rhythms persist in constant conditions, daily 
environmental fluctuations entrain or reset rhythms to precisely 24 h periods and an 
appropriate rhythm-specific phase. In animals, environmental cycles of light, food, 
temperature and/or social cues set the phase of circadian oscillators so that overt rhythms 
in physiology, metabolism and behavior occur at the appropriate time of day. The most 
potent and reliable environmental cue is light, which mediates entrainment via different 
mechanisms depending on tissue type and species. 
In Drosophila, neither genetic ablation of eyes nor mutations in the visual 
phototransduction pathway, block entrainment of circadian activity rhythms to light 
(Helfrich-Forster et al., 2001; Szular et al., 2012). For example, Drosophila norpA (a 
phospho-lipase C involved in the visual transduction pathway) and ninaE (Rh1 
rhodopsin in R1-R6) mutants show robust and light-sensitive rhythms, suggesting the 
presence of an additional clock-relevant photoreceptor (Yang et al., and Suri et al., 
1998). Action spectra for resetting adult locomotor activity rhythms and promoting TIM 
degradation in Drosophila are also significantly different from that for vision, suggesting 
a novel blue light circadian photoreceptor that entrains behavioral rhythms and 
peripheral clocks (Wheeler et al., 1993; Suri et al., and Yang et al., 1998).  
Indeed, a screen for mutants that altered rhythmic per-driven luciferase reporter 
gene expression led to the discovery of CRYPTOCHROME (CRY), which functions as 
a blue light photoreceptor sufficient for clock resetting to light in flies (Stanewsky et al., 
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1998; Helfrich-Forster et al., 2001). Under LD cycling conditions, PER-TIM mediated 
transcriptional repression is released when light in the morning promotes the rapid 
disappearance of TIM. Drosophila CRY resets the molecular feedback loop by directly 
interacting with core components of the circadian clock (Fig. 6; Ceriani et al., 1999). 
CRY binds to TIM in a light-dependent fashion, thereby promoting TIM 
phosphorylation on tyrosine residues by an unknown kinase(s), and the interaction of 
phosphorylated TIM with JETLAG, an F-box protein that degrades TIM through a 
ubiquitin-proteasome mechanism (Lin et al., 2001; Koh et al., 2006; Peschel et al., 
2009). Moreover, flies overexpressing CRY are behaviorally hypersensitive to short 
light pulses, whereas cry
b
 mutant flies are unable to phase-shift their internal clock after 
such pulses (Emery et al., 1998 and 2000; Ishikawa et al., 1999). Furthermore, cry
b
 flies 
remain rhythmic under intense constant light, a condition that causes wild-type flies to 
immediately become arrhythmic. Drosophila uses CRY, the compound eyes, and the 
Hofbauer-Buchner (H-B) eyelet for entrainment to light:dark cycles (Helfrich-Forster et 
al., 2001; Ashmore and Sehgal, 2003). However, eyes and the H-B eyelet are 
unnecessary for circadian photoentrainment and photoresponses (Wheeler et al., 1993; 
Yang et al., 1998; Helfrich-Forster et al., 2001). Moreover, data showing that cry
b
 flies 
are rhythmic in intense constant light suggests that CRY is probably the only dedicated 
circadian photoreceptor. CRY is also involved in the light input into the larval clock; 
because only larvae lacking both CRY and the visual system are circadianly blind 
(Klarsfeld et al., 2004; Mazzoni et al., 2005).  
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Figure 6: Light-induced phase resetting mechanism in Drosophila. All gene, regulatory 
element, and protein names are as defined in the text. All symbols are as defined in Figures 
1 and 2. Y kinase, tyrosine kinase. Other details are as defined in the text. (Adapted from 
Hardin, 2011). 
 
 
In mammals, the molecular clock mechanism is similar to that of Drosophila, but 
light-dependent resetting occurs through a different mechanism. Studies in mice show 
that specialized retinal ganglion cell photoreceptors are necessary to detect and transmit 
light information to the master clock in a brain region called the suprachiasmatic nucleus 
(SCN) (Buhr and Takahashi, 2013). The SCN then acts to entrain clocks in some 
peripheral organs, whereas clocks in other peripheral organs are reset directly by 
environmental cues such as food (Mohawk et al., 2012; Schibler et al., 2015). This 
contrasts with the situation in zebrafish and fruit flies, where cell autonomous 
photoreceptors entrain clocks in a wide variety of peripheral tissues, thereby 
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synchronizing molecular oscillations in isolated organs (Giebultowicz and Hege, and 
Plautz et al., 1997; Levine et al., 2002). Although CRY is involved in transducing photic 
information from the environment to the core oscillator in plants and flies (Cashmore, 
2003), CRY plays a different role within the mouse clock. Mammalian CRY1 and CRY2 
act as light-independent inhibitors of CLK-BMAL1 transcription, showing that 
mammalian CRYs play a central role in the circadian clock unrelated to that of 
Drosophila CRY. Mutations in mammalian CRYs lead to period alterations or 
arrhythmicity, with no evidence for photoreceptor function (Reppert and Weaver 2002; 
Ko and Takahashi, 2006).  
In addition to the cell autonomous molecular clock mechanism, membrane 
excitability is a key component of normal maintenance of circadian molecular and 
behavioral rhythms in flies. Electrophysiological characterization of the small and large 
LNvs (subsets of pacemaker neurons that control circadian activity and arousal) has 
shown that their membrane properties are clock regulated; spontaneous firing 
frequencies are higher during the early day, gradually dropping until dusk, and then rise 
again through the course of the night (Cao et al., 2008; Sheeba et al., 2010). 
Additionally, lLNv spontaneous firing frequency elevates considerably in response to 
light in the absence of all opsin-based photoreceptors (Shang et al., 2008; Fogle et al., 
2011). Light-evoked changes in membrane resting potential occur in about 100 
milliseconds and these responses are selective for blue wavelengths corresponding to the 
spectral sensitivity of CRY. Consequently, cry-null lines are not light responsive, but 
restoring CRY expression in the lLNv rescues light responsiveness. Surprisingly, CRY 
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expression in neurons that are normally unresponsive to light confers responsiveness. 
The CRY-mediated light response requires a flavin redox-based mechanism and depends 
on the voltage-gated potassium (K
+
) channel ß-subunit (Kvß) Hyperkinetic (Hk) 
conductance, but is independent of the classical circadian CRY-TIM interaction (Fogle 
et al., 2015). 
 
 
Figure 7: Clock distribution in different cells and tissues of Drosophila melanogaster. 
Yellow, antennae; cream, brain; tan, fat body; purple, proboscis; black, pacemaker neurons; 
pink, photoreceptors; orange, digestive tract; gray, salivary glands; aqua, ventral nerve 
chord; blue, Malpighian tubules; green, male reproductive tract; brown, rectum. (Adapted 
from Menet and Hardin, 2014). 
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In Drosophila, PDF expressing LNv pacemaker neurons, that are also light-
sensitive, are necessary and sufficient to drive circadian activity rhythms. However, 
pacemaker neurons are only a small fraction of the total number of clock-containing 
cells in a fly. Additional ‘‘peripheral’’ clocks exist in many tissues, including the eyes, 
antennae, and Malpighian tubules (MTs), where they likely control the local physiology 
of these organs (Menet and Hardin, 2014) (Fig. 7). The regulation of outputs in 
peripheral organs is mediated by clock driven molecular oscillations, which have been 
observed in many isolated peripheral organs (Emery et al., Giebultowicz and Hege, and 
Plautz et al., 1997). For instance, circadian oscillations in per expression occur in 
chemosensory cells of the antennae, even when the antennae are excised and maintained 
in isolated organ culture (Krishnan et al., 1999).  
The cry gene is expressed in heads, including a subset of brain pacemaker 
neurons (Fig. 8) and in bodies, suggesting that CRY acts as a photoreceptor in both clock 
containing brain neurons and in peripheral tissues. Moreover, experiments showing that 
light can entrain the molecular clock in isolated peripheral tissues suggest that CRY is 
widely expressed (Emery et al., Giebultowicz and Hege, and Plautz et al., 1997), but this 
hasn’t been tested. Furthermore, numerous studies demonstrate a photoreceptor-
independent role for CRY in peripheral tissues, implying that Drosophila CRY might be 
part of the pacemaker mechanism (Krishnan et al., 2001; Levine et al., 2002; Collins et 
al., 2006).  
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Figure 8: Schematic showing CRY distribution in different pacemaker neurons and 
processes. Blue, green, arborizations of the CRY positive cells; red, CRY negative cells; 
aMe, accessory medulla. (Yoshii et al., 2008). 
 
 
Using a newly developed GFP-tagged-cry transgene and a mutant that lacks any 
detectable levels of CRY (cry
03
; Dolezelova et al., 2007); I show for the first time that 
CRY is indeed expressed in fly peripheral tissues. I also demonstrate that CRY protein 
levels are dramatically reduced by light exposure in peripheral tissues and establish an 
essential role for CRY in light-induced degradation of TIM. Furthermore, my data 
suggest that CRY plays a dual role in MTs; apart from its photoreceptive function, CRY 
is indispensable for maintaining free-running PER and TIM oscillations in MTs, but not 
in LNs. I conclude that CRY is involved in TIM-mediated entrainment of both central 
LN and peripheral MT clocks, suggesting CRY is a major Drosophila photoreceptor 
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dedicated to the resetting of circadian rhythms in pacemaker neurons and in peripheral 
tissues.  
Given that CRY mediates cell-autonomous membrane responses in lLNvs, and 
multiple K
+
 channel α-subunits that co-assemble with Hk mediate the CRY/Hk-coupled 
light response (Fogle et al., 2011), I wanted to investigate if CRY is coupled to 
membrane potential changes in fly peripheral tissues. In contrast to brain pacemaker 
neurons that are excitatory in nature, most peripheral tissues are not, thus I focused on 
assessing passive membrane properties. Using larval salivary glands which are amenable 
to electrophysiological recording and lack a circadian clock, I found a novel role for 
CRY in the regulation of passive properties of cell membrane physiology. Drosophila 
salivary glands consist of two major cell types: secretory cells and duct cells. Secretory 
cells synthesize and secrete high levels of protein whereas duct cells form simple tubes 
connecting the secretory cells to the larval mouth (Andrew et al., 2000). These are the 
largest secretory organs in the Drosophila embryo and larva. Numerous studies show 
that salivary glands are model tissues to study membrane properties of peripheral organs 
in animals including mammals (Dinudom et al., 2004; Romanenko et al., 2008). 
However, since these are non-excitable cells, I studied the impact of CRY on two key 
passive membrane properties, Resting Membrane Potential (RMP) and Input Resistance 
(Ri), in the fly larval gland cells. 
My studies suggest that CRY is required to maintain low membrane 
conductance, or high input resistance, even in Drosophila peripheral tissues that lack a 
circadian clock. These findings for the first time define the expression profile of CRY in 
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the peripheral tissues, reveal that CRY protein is required for K
+
 channel dependent 
changes in passive membrane properties that are light-independent, cell-autonomous and 
functions in peripheral tissues devoid of a canonical circadian clock. 
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CHAPTER II 
AN RNAi SCREEN TO IDENTIFY PROTEIN PHOSPHATASES THAT 
FUNCTION WITHIN Drosophila CIRCADIAN CLOCK 
 
Background 
Circadian clocks in eukaryotes keep time via cell-autonomous transcriptional feedback 
loops. A well-characterized example of such a transcriptional feedback loop is in 
Drosophila, where CLOCK-CYCLE (CLK-CYC) complexes activate transcription of 
period (per) and timeless (tim) genes, rising levels of PER-TIM complexes feedback to 
repress CLK-CYC activity, and degradation of PER and TIM permits the next cycle of 
CLK-CYC transcription. The timing of CLK-CYC activation and PER-TIM repression 
is regulated post-translationally, in part through rhythmic phosphorylation of CLK, PER 
and TIM. Previous behavioral screens identified several kinases that control the levels, 
subcellular localization and/or activity of CLK, PER and TIM, but the two phosphatases 
that function within the clock were identified through the analysis of candidate genes 
from other pathways or model systems. To identify phosphatases that play a role in the 
Drosophila clock, I screened clock cell-specific RNA interference (RNAi) knockdowns 
of each annotated phosphatase in Drosophila for altered activity rhythms. This screen 
identified 22 such phosphatases that either lengthened or shortened circadian period by ≥ 
1h (p-value: ≤ 0.05 compared to controls) or were arrhythmic.  
The efficacy and specificity of RNAi mediated knockdown of candidate 
phosphatases was validated by testing additional RNAi line that targets other region of 
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the mRNA, transposon inserts and existing loss of function mutants for activity rhythm 
defects. In addition, CRISPR technology (Gratz et al., 2013) was used to generate 
mutants for one of these candidates that lacked loss of function mutants. Genetic 
validation and molecular analysis was carried out to define the role these genes play in 
regulating circadian oscillator function. The 15 candidates that remain after validation 
are expected to reveal novel features of the circadian timekeeping mechanism in 
Drosophila that are likely to be conserved in all animals including humans. 
 
Results 
To identify phosphatases that mediate circadian clock function, clock cell-specific RNAi 
knockdowns of all annotated Drosophila phosphatases were screened for altered 
locomotor activity rhythms. An RNAi screening strategy is advantageous because (1) 
lethality can be avoided by targeting RNAi to clock cells via the Gal4/UAS system, (2) 
RNAi is efficient method for knocking down target gene expression, and (3) transgenic 
UAS-RNAi lines are available for each phosphatase/regulator from either the Vienna 
Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC), Transgenic RNAi Project at the Harvard Medical 
School plans (TRiP), or the National Institute of Genetics RNAi Stocks (NIG-Fly). A 
total of 144 annotated phosphatases and phosphatase regulatory subunits are present in 
the Drosophila genome (Drosophila RNAi Screening Center, DRSC). Of these 
phosphatases/regulators, ~100 are protein phosphatases. 
Flies containing UAS-RNAi inserts that target a given phosphatase/regulator and 
a Gal4 driver expressed in all clock cells (e.g. tim-Gal4) were screened to identify 
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phosphatases that disrupt circadian activity rhythms. RNAi lines from VDRC were used 
because most are inserted at a single genomic site (e.g. KK lines) that affords efficient 
and comparable expression, whereas other lines are inserted at random genomic sites 
(e.g. GD lines), and all stocks are easily obtained. Flies bearing UAS-RNAi and the tim-
Gal4 driver, or controls bearing UAS-RNAi alone and Gal4 driver alone, were placed 
into Drosophila Activity Monitors (Fig. 4), entrained for 3 days in LD cycles, and then 
released into DD (constant dark) for 7 days. Locomotor activity rhythms recorded during 
DD were analyzed for circadian rhythmicity and period via ClockLab software. This 
initial screen identified a total of 31 candidate phosphatases, all but one of which 
lengthened circadian period or abolished rhythmicity (Table 1). Since many RNAi lines 
with a lengthened period also reduced the proportion of rhythmic flies, I was concerned 
that widespread RNAi knockdown of these phosphatases or ectopic RNAi expression 
from this tim-Gal4 driver impaired fly health. Consequently, I used pdf-Gal4 to restrict 
RNAi expression to PDF neuropeptide expressing ventral lateral pacemaker neurons 
(LNvs) and an independent tim-Gal4 insert to drive phosphatase RNAi expression. Out 
of the ~100 lines screened with all three Gal4 drivers, 22 RNAi lines with a ≥ 1 h period 
change (p-value: ≤ 0.05 compared to controls) or > 50% arrhythmicity were identified 
(Table 1). 
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Table 1: Activity rhythms for all of the annotated Drosophila phosphatases, using clock 
cell-specific RNAi knockdowns. The genotypes are listed using the GD or KK number for 
the UAS-RNAi responder flies; timGal4 (on 2nd or 3rd chromosome) and pdfGal4 for the 
clock cell-specific Gal4 driver. Other details are as defined in the text and Methods. 
 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;+/GD3018         
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD3018 
w
1118
;GD 3018/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD3018/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD3116 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD3116 
w
1118
;GD3116/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD3116/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD7560 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD7560 
w
1118
;GD7560/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD7560/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD17123 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD17123 
w
1118
;GD17123/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD17123/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD17760 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD17760 
w
1118
;GD17760/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD17760/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD19078 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD19078 
w
1118
;GD19078/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD19078/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD21611 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD21611 
w
1118
;GD21611/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD21611/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD25317 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD25317 
w
1118
;GD25317/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD25317/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
13 
16 
15 
15 
13 
16 
9 
8 
15 
16 
11 
10 
16 
16 
15 
16 
16 
16 
14 
13 
16 
16 
16 
12 
16 
15 
14 
16 
14 
14 
15 
16 
100 
100 
93 
100 
92  
94  
78  
75  
93  
100  
64  
100  
94 
81 
100  
88  
100  
94 
100  
85  
100 
100  
88  
100  
100  
93  
100 
100  
100  
100  
93  
100  
23.57 ± 0.08 
24.4 ± 0.05 
24.21 ± 0.16 
24.13 ± 0.06 
23.92 ± 0.15 
24.5 ± 0.09 
24.36 ± 0.22 
23.92 ± 0.18 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.66 ± 0.06 
24.5 ± 0.27 
24.35 ± 0.14 
23.5 ± 0 
24.08 ± 0.14 
24.0 ± 0.12 
23.89 ± 0.13 
23.56 ± 0.04 
24.1 ± 0.11 
24.11 ± 0.14 
23.86 ± 0.15 
23.5 ± 0.06 
23.81 ± 0.1 
24.36 ± 0.09 
24.04 ± 0.11 
23.03 ± 0.03 
24.64 ± 0.14 
24.14 ± 0.16 
23.66 ± 0.09 
23.71 ± 0.08 
24.93 ± 0.09 
24.39 ± 0.15 
23.72 ± 0.09 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;+/GD26216 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD26216 
w
1118
;GD26216/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD26216/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD27232 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD27232 
w
1118
;GD27232/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD27232/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD32283 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD32283 
w
1118
;GD32283/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD32283/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD32956 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD32956 
w
1118
;GD32956/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD32956/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD35025 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD35025 
w
1118
;GD35025/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD35025/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD39175 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD39175 
w
1118
;GD39175/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD39175/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD40631 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD40631 
w
1118
;GD40631/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD40631/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD41912 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD41912 
w
1118
;GD41912/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD41912/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD41924 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD41924 
w
1118
;GD41924/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
12 
15 
13 
15 
16 
16 
8 
13 
16 
14 
16 
14 
16 
15 
14 
16 
15 
16 
13 
16 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
12 
15 
16 
15 
15 
11 
16 
16 
11 
100  
100  
85  
100  
100 
100 
75  
100  
100  
93 
94  
93  
94  
93  
43  
94  
100  
100  
100  
100  
100  
93 
80  
100  
80  
87 
83  
100  
100  
100  
80  
100  
100  
88  
100   
23.63 ± 0.13 
24.9 ± 0.13 
23.68 ± 0.12 
24.3 ± 0.18 
23.5 ± 0.08 
24.41 ± 0.05 
24.5 ± 0.2 
24.54 ± 0.88 
23.5 ± 0.04 
24.39 ± 0.23 
24.53 ± 0.1 
24.0 ± 0.13 
23.9 ± 0.1 
24.54 ± 0.09 
24.58 ± 0.08 
24.2 ± 0.08 
23.83 ± 0.1 
24.63 ± 0.08 
24.23 ± 0.12 
24.34 ± 0.12 
23.88 ± 0.11 
23.71 ± 0.07 
24.25 ± 0.21 
24.07 ± 0.13 
23.8 ± 0.09 
24.04 ± 0.17 
24.0 ± 0.14 
23.97 ± 0.12 
23.69 ± 0.09 
24.57 ± 0.04 
24.04 ± 0.15 
24.23 ± 0.16 
23.53 ± 0.03 
25.14 ± 0.15 
24.73 ± 0.08 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;GD41924/+;pdf-Gal4/+   
w
1118
;+/GD42051 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD42051 
w
1118
;GD42051/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD42051/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/GD42175 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD42175 
w
1118
;GD42175/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD42175/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/GD45415 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD45415 
w
1118
;GD45415/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD45415/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD46657 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD46657 
w
1118
;GD46657/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD46657/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/GD49671 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD49671 
w
1118
;GD49671/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD49671/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK100076 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK100076 
w
1118
;KK100076/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK100076/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK100121 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK100121 
w
1118
;KK100121/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK100121/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK100178 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK100178 
w
1118
;KK100178/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK100178/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK100216 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK100216 
14 
14 
16 
16 
14 
16 
15 
15 
16 
15 
15 
15 
14 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 
30 
15 
16 
16 
14 
13 
14 
16 
14 
9 
15 
16 
12 
12 
12 
16 
16 
93 
86  
100  
94  
100 
94  
87 
93  
100  
93  
100  
80  
93  
100  
100  
100  
100  
100  
- 
100 
94  
100  
21  
69  
14  
100  
29  
0 
7  
88  
0 
33  
0 
94  
63 
24.73 ± 0.08 
23.71 ± 0.09 
24.81 ± 0.06 
24.87 ± 0.11 
24.14 ± 0.12 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.46 ± 0.21 
24.04 ± 0.11 
24.06 ± 0.12 
23.78 ± 0.09 
24.67 ± 0.08 
24.33 ± 0.15 
24.38 ± 0.10 
23.56 ± 0.06 
24.4 ± 0.1 
24.33 ± 0.12 
24.1 ± 0.14 
23.7 ± 0.06 
- 
26.13 ± 0.09 
26.17 ± 0.20 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.83 ± 0.14 
24.78 ± 0.29 
23.25 ± 0.18 
23.63 ± 0.07 
23.38 ± 0.13 
AR 
23.5 
23.43 ± 0.05 
AR 
25.88 ± 0.32 
AR 
23.5 
23.55 ± 0.05 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;KK100216/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK100216/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK100283 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK100283 
w
1118
;KK100283/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK100283/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK100593 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK100593 
w
1118
;KK100593/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK100593/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK100914 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK100914 
w
1118
;KK100914/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK 100914/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK101257 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK101257 
w
1118
;KK101257/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK101257/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK101335 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK101335 
w
1118
;KK101335/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK101335/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK101406 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK101406 
w
1118
;KK101406/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK101406/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK101474 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK101474 
w
1118
;KK101474/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK101474/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK101547 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK101547 
w
1118
;KK101547/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK101547/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK101997 
15 
14 
15 
16 
14 
16 
16 
13 
16 
13 
16 
16 
15 
16 
28 
15 
13 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
15 
16 
15 
13 
16 
16 
16 
14 
16 
14 
16 
13 
16 
53 
100  
100  
81 
93 
100  
100  
54  
88  
8  
100  
100  
80  
100  
89  
20  
23  
40  
100  
94  
88  
88  
87  
88  
53  
92  
100  
88 
88  
100  
94  
43 
31  
23  
100  
23.75 ± 0.15 
23.61 ± 0.06 
23.07 ± 0.06 
23.89 ± 0.21 
24.04 ± 0.18 
23.78 ± 0.11 
23.53 ± 0.03 
25.21 ± 0.33 
25.46 ± 0.17 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.53 ± 0.03 
23.78 ± 0.11 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.53 ± 0.03 
23.5 ± 0.06 
24.67 ± 0.44 
24.67 ± 0.17 
23.42 ± 0.08 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.3 ± 0.12 
24.32 ± 0.53 
23.75 ± 0.17 
23.42 ± 0.05 
24.2 ± 0.09 
25.86 ± 0.23 
23.83 ± 0.09 
23.69 ± 0.09 
23.43 ± 0.16 
23.61 ± 0.14 
23.57 ± 0.05 
23.47 ± 0.03 
25.25 ± 0.35 
25.4 ± 0.17 
24.83 ± 0.59 
23.44 ± 0.04 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK101997 
w
1118
;KK101997/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK101997/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK102021 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK102021 
w
1118
;KK102021/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK102021/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK102060 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK102060 
w
1118
;KK102060/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK102060/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK102071 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK102071 
w
1118
;KK102071/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK102071/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK102397 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK102397 
w
1118
;KK102397/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK102397/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK102474 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK102474 
w
1118
;KK102474/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK102474/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK102513 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK102513 
w
1118
;KK102513/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK102513/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK103044 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK103044 
w
1118
;KK103044/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK103044/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK103144 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK103144 
w
1118
;KK103144/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK103144/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
12 
12 
10 
16 
15 
14 
14 
28 
15 
15 
13 
25 
15 
16 
16 
16 
14 
15 
15 
15 
16 
14 
16 
13 
11 
12 
12 
16 
16 
15 
14 
16 
16 
10 
13 
50  
67  
0 
100  
93 
64  
100  
96  
60  
60  
92  
100  
67  
75  
94  
100  
100 
93  
80  
100  
100  
93  
94  
100  
64 
67  
100  
81  
75  
67   
100  
94  
56  
70  
92  
23.5 ± 0.2 
24.81 ± 0.34 
AR 
23.47 ± 0.03 
24.21 ± 0.17 
23.78 ± 0.18 
23.89 ± 0.18 
23.5 ± 0.03 
24.06 ± 0.18 
24.39 ± 0.14 
23.92 ± 0.18 
23.53 ± 0.05 
23.55 ± 0.17 
24.00 ± 0.19 
23.5 ± 0.05 
23.63 ± 0.07 
24.21 ± 0.11 
24.12 ± 0.14 
23.54 ± 0.09 
23.73 ± 0.08 
24.59 ± 0.12 
23.73 ± 0.09 
23.77 ± 0.08 
23.62 ± 0.1 
24.14 ± 0.17 
24.0 ± 0.18 
23.58 ± 0.05 
23.38 ± 0.06 
23.71 ± 0.11 
24.85 ± 0.1 
23.93 ± 0.07 
23.47 ± 0.06 
24.11 ± 0.27 
24.21 ± 0.32 
23.88 ± 0.13 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;+/KK103317 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK103317 
w
1118
;KK103317/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK103317/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK103354 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK103354 
w
1118
;KK103354/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK103354/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK103357 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK103357 
w
1118
;KK103357/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK103357/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK103627 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK103627 
w
1118
;KK103627/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK103627/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK103740 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK103740 
w
1118
;KK103740/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK103740/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104081 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104081 
w
1118
;KK104081/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104081/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104167 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104167 
w
1118
;KK104167/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104167/+;pdf-Gal4/+   
w
1118
;+/KK104211 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104211 
w
1118
;KK104211/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104211/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104374 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104374 
w
1118
;KK104374/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
16 
16 
12 
16 
15 
14 
7 
12 
15 
12 
13 
10 
16 
15 
15 
13 
16 
16 
15 
16 
11 
16 
16 
16 
13 
15 
12 
16 
15 
14 
12 
12 
14 
16 
14 
100  
94  
100  
100  
100 
86  
54  
0 
100  
25  
8  
0 
100  
73  
93  
8  
94  
88 
87  
100  
100  
100  
88 
94  
54  
87  
75  
94   
93  
29  
58  
8  
86  
88  
93 
23.53 ± 0.03 
23.83 ± 0.12 
23.96 ± 0.12 
23.53 ± 0.05 
23.6 ± 0.05 
24.88 ± 0.2 
25.0 ± 0.18 
AR 
23.57 ± 0.08 
23.83 ± 0.27 
25.0 ± 0.0 
AR 
23.34 ± 0.06 
24.05 ± 0.22 
25.32 ± 0.14 
26.5 
23.4 ± 0.05 
23.54 ± 0.03 
23.77 ± 0.14 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.63 ± 0.07 
23.61 ± 0.08 
23.73 ± 0.09 
23.14 ± 0.09 
23.85 ± 0.14 
23.89 ± 0.2 
23.8 ± 0.13 
23.42 ± 0.04 
24.88 ± 0.52 
25.14 ± 0.37 
25.5 
23.5 
23.46 ± 0.04 
24.00 ± 0.17 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;KK104374/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104427 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104427 
w
1118
;KK104427/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104427/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/KK104452 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104452 
w
1118
;KK104452/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104452/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104677 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104677 
w
1118
;KK104677/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104677/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104729 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104729 
w
1118
;KK104729/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104729/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/KK104761 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104761 
w
1118
;KK104761/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104761/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104774 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104774 
w
1118
;KK104774/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104774/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104785 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104785 
w
1118
;KK104785/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104785/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104860 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104860 
w
1118
;KK104860/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104860/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK104884 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK104884 
15 
16 
13 
13 
10 
16 
16 
15 
13 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
13 
11 
16 
15 
12 
13 
8 
15 
15 
14 
8 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
13 
15 
16 
16 
15 
100 
94  
0 
54  
10   
100  
44  
67  
15  
100 
94 
100  
100  
88  
69  
91  
94 
100  
17  
54  
0  
100  
93  
86  
88  
100   
100  
100 
94  
100  
92  
80  
81  
90  
33  
24.03 ± 0.06 
23.57 ± 0.12 
AR 
25 ± 0.68 
23.5 
23.5 ± 0.04 
25.29 ± 0.33 
24.35 ± 0.21 
23.25 ± 0.18 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.5 ± 0.0 
23.97 ± 0.13 
24.31 ± 0.08 
23.29 ± 0.07 
23.61 ± 0.07 
23.7 ± 0.08 
23.8 ± 0.12 
23.53 ± 0.03 
24.75 ± 0.18 
25.43 ± 0.34 
AR 
23.47 ± 0.03 
24.18 ± 0.14 
24.63 ± 0.24 
23.36 ± 0.09 
23.03 ± 0.03 
23.94 ± 0.13 
23.97 ± 0.11 
23.7 ± 0.15 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.25 ± 0.14 
24.83 ± 0.31 
23.62 ± 0.11 
23.37 ± 0.04 
24.4 ± 0.4 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;KK104884/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK104884/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105122 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105122 
w
1118
;KK105122/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105122/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105249 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105249 
w
1118
;KK105249/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105249/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105399 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105399 
w
1118
;KK105399/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105399/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105483 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105483 
w
1118
;KK105483/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105483/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105484 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105484 
w
1118
;KK105484/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105484/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105525 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105525 
w
1118
;KK105525/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105525/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105565 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105565 
w
1118
;KK105565/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105565/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/KK105568 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105568 
w
1118
;KK105568/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105568/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105674 
12 
11 
16 
16 
16 
15 
16 
16 
13 
16 
13 
12 
7 
9 
16 
16 
16 
13 
13 
16 
14 
15 
16 
10 
13 
16 
14 
15 
16 
11 
16 
16 
14 
12 
16 
67  
27  
88  
94  
100   
100  
100  
31  
62  
100  
100  
25  
0 
78  
100  
88  
94  
100  
77  
50  
29  
100  
100  
50   
85  
94  
100  
53  
56  
55 
100  
56  
71  
92  
100  
25.44 ± 0.18 
24.00 ± 0.41 
23.46 ± 0.03 
23.83 ± 0.12 
23.69 ± 0.12 
24.07 ± 0.16 
23.33 ± 0.04 
24.2 ± 0.3 
25.56 ± 0.2 
23.78 ± 0.08 
23.65 ± 0.05 
23.17 ± 0.17 
AR 
23.0 ± 0.25 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.89 ± 0.10 
23.73 ± 0.13 
24.5 ± 0.13 
23.25 ± 0.08 
23.69 ± 0.26 
23.63 ± 0.27 
23.9 ± 0.05 
23.57 ± 0.05 
25.2 ± 0.34 
25.5 ± 0.13 
24.73 ± 0.12 
23.5 
23.63 ± 0.08 
23.56 ± 0.05 
23.47 ± 0.06 
23.5 ± 0 
24.28 ± 0.12 
23.9 ± 0.19 
23.68 ± 0.1 
23.47 ± 0.03 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105674 
w
1118
;KK105674/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105674/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK105752 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK105752 
w
1118
;KK105752/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK105752/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK106098 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK106098 
w
1118
;KK106098/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK106098/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK106180 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK106180 
w
1118
;KK106180/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK106180/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK106253 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK106253 
w
1118
;KK106253/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK106253/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK107057 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK107057 
w
1118
;KK107057/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK107057/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK107386 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK107386 
w
1118
;KK107386/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK107386/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK107621 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK107621 
w
1118
;KK107621/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK107621/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK107770 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK107770 
w
1118
;KK107770/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK107770/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
16 
16 
16 
13 
16 
15 
4 
16 
16 
16 
13 
16 
14 
15 
16 
16 
11 
4 
16 
31 
16 
12 
16 
8 
12 
11 
15 
16 
16 
16 
15 
15 
16 
16 
15 
100  
100 
100 
92  
19   
47  
0 
100  
69  
94 
54  
94  
14  
73  
13  
100  
100  
100  
100  
87  
50 
42  
81  
100  
100  
100  
100  
100 
81  
100  
100  
100  
100 
94  
93   
24.19 ± 0.12 
23.97 ± 0.13 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.38 ± 0.06 
25.5 ± 0.62 
25.14 ± 0.13 
AR 
23.53 ± 0.03 
24.14 ± 0.27 
25.07 ± 0.15 
24.0 ± 0.49 
23.5 ± 0.05 
24.75 ± 0.18 
24.64 ± 0.27 
23.25 ± 0.18 
23.53 ± 0.03 
24.36 ± 0.15 
23.75 ± 0.22 
23.47 ± 0.03 
23.48 ± 0.06 
22.25 ± 0.34 
22.3 ± 0.34 
23.65 ± 0.14 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.04 ± 0.12 
23.68 ± 0.16 
23.57 ± 0.04 
23.56 ± 0.04 
23.65 ± 0.09 
23.66 ± 0.07 
23.63 ± 0.1 
23.43 ± 0.04 
23.44 ± 0.08 
23.63 ± 0.07 
23.43 ± 0.05 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;+/KK107996 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK107996 
w
1118
;KK107996/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK107996/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK107998 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK107998 
w
1118
;KK107998/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK107998/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK108071 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK108071 
w
1118
;KK108071/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK108071/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK108352 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK108352 
w
1118
;KK108352/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK108352/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK108505 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK108505 
w
1118
;KK108505/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK108505/+;pdf-Gal4/+   
w
1118
;+/KK108629 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK108629 
w
1118
;KK108629/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK108629/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK108744 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK108744 
w
1118
;KK108744/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK108744/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK108802 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK108802 
w
1118
;KK108802/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK108802/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK108859 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK108859 
w
1118
;KK108859/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
16 
12 
16 
13 
16 
15 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
15 
16 
16 
15 
16 
13 
16 
16 
16 
16 
15 
16 
15 
14 
15 
16 
14 
14 
16 
15 
15 
16 
12 
100  
25  
0 
0 
100   
93 
100  
100  
100  
88  
100  
100  
100  
100 
94  
87  
100  
92 
100  
100   
100  
100  
100  
88  
87  
86  
47  
81 
100  
93  
81  
93  
80  
75 
83  
23.53 ± 0.03 
24.17 ± 0.27 
AR 
AR 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.07 ± 0.1 
24.3 ± 0.15 
23.44 ± 0.04 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.11 ± 0.13 
23.66 ± 0.09 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.6 ± 0.05 
24.41 ± 0.08 
24.23 ± 0.09 
23.62 ± 0.08 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.71 ± 0.11 
23.56 ± 0.04 
23.75 ± 0.09 
23.47 ± 0.03 
24.34 ± 0.13 
23.83 ± 0.15 
23.68 ± 0.11 
23.38 ± 0.1 
24.00 ± 0.12 
24.29 ± 0.14 
23.73 ± 0.14 
23.54 ± 0.03 
24.00 ± 0.09 
24.15 ± 0.14 
23.79 ± 0.07 
23.46 ± 0.09 
23.86 ± 0.13 
24.71 ± 0.23 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;KK108859/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK108888 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK108888 
w
1118
;KK108888/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK108888/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/KK109147 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK109147 
w
1118
;KK109147/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK109147/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK109622 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK109622 
w
1118
;KK109622/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK109622/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK109858 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK109858 
w
1118
;KK109858/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK109858/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK109898 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK109898 
w
1118
;KK109898/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK109898/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK110167 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK110167 
w
1118
;KK110167/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK110167/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK110360 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK110360 
w
1118
;KK110360/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK110360/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/KK110443 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK110443 
w
1118
;KK110443/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK110443/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;+/KK110595 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK110595 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
14 
11 
12 
16 
16 
12 
16 
16 
11 
10 
11 
16 
15 
13 
12 
16 
16 
15 
13 
16 
14 
16 
16 
16 
15 
13 
14 
16 
12 
100  
100  
94 
94  
94   
100  
14  
18  
67  
94  
100  
75  
94  
100  
45  
10  
0  
100 
47  
62  
42  
100  
94  
87  
85  
88  
93  
100  
81 
100  
73  
69  
71  
100  
67 
23.8 ± 0.09 
23.72 ± 0.08 
23.7 ± 0.14 
23.67 ± 0.09 
23.7 ± 0.1 
23.75 ± 0.06 
23.5 ± 0.0 
24.75 ± 0.18 
25.06 ± 0.78 
23.53 ± 0.03 
24.5 ± 0.13 
24.06 ± 0.17 
23.6 ± 0.1 
23.5 ± 0 
24.08 ± 0.27 
23.5 
AR 
23.44 ± 0.04 
23.64 ± 0.17 
25.75 ± 0.27 
23.4 ± 0.09 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.7 ± 0.1 
23.73 ± 0.21 
23.45 ± 0.04 
23.4 ± 0.07 
24.00 ± 0.08 
23.75 ± 0.1 
23.81 ± 0.27 
23.59 ± 0.05 
24.05 ± 0.25 
25.28 ± 0.26 
23.55 ± 0.22 
23.72 ± 0.12 
24.42 ± 0.08 
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Table 1 Continued 
Genotype n % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;KK110595/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK110595/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/KK110661 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK110661 
w
1118
;KK110661/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK110661/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;+/KK110786 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/KK110786 
w
1118
;KK110786/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;KK110786/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
16 
5 
16 
14 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
14 
63  
80  
100  
86 
94   
100  
100  
88  
94  
7  
24.7 ± 0.08 
24.5 ± 0.31 
23.53 ± 0.03 
24.04 ± 0.18 
23.63 ± 0.09 
24.44 ± 0.09 
23.5 ± 0.0 
25.36 ± 0.08 
25.37 ± 0.11 
27.0 ± 0.0 
 
 
Based on our criteria, candidate phosphatases that mediate Drosophila clock 
function include: mts (GD41924), Pp2A-29B (GD49671), CG3788 (KK100076), IPP-2 
(KK100121), CG17746 (KK100178), Gbs-70E (KK100593), Ppm1 (KK101257), I-2 
(KK101547), CG7115 (KK103354), Cep97 (KK103357), PpD6 (KK104211), Ptpmeg2 
(KK104427), Ptp69D (KK104761), MAPK PPase4 (KK104884), PP1α-96A 
(KK105525), CG14903 (KK105752), CG10417 (KK106180), Lar (KK107996), Pp1-Y2 
(KK109147), Can A at 14F (KK109858), Laza (KK109898) and CG3530 (KK110786). 
The efficacy and specificity of RNAi mediated knockdown of these candidate ‘clock 
phosphatases’ was then validated by testing RNAi lines that target another region of the 
mRNA and/or other genetic reagents (i.e. transposon inserts, overexpression strains and 
existing loss of function mutants) for activity rhythm defects. In addition, CRISPR 
technology was used to generate mutants for one candidate phosphatase that lacked loss 
of function mutants. For each candidate circadian protein phosphatase, I have provided a 
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description of the protein, its known function, and the results for the genetic reagents 
used to validate RNAi below. 
 
Table 2: Activity rhythms of the independent genetic reagents tested for the different 
candidate clock phosphatases identified in the RNAi screen. Other details are as defined 
in Table 1 and Methods. 
 
Genotype n % 
Rhythmic 
Period ± 
SEM 
w
1118
;+/GD35171 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/GD35171 
w
1118
;GD35171/+;tim-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;GD35171/+;pdf-Gal4/+  
w
1118
;;UAS-mts/+ 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/+;UAS-mts/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-mts/pdf-Gal4 
w
1118
;P{EP}Pp2A-29B
EP2332
/+ 
w
1118
;P{EP}Pp2A-29B
EP2332
/tim-Gal4 
w
1118
;P{RS3}Pp2A-29B
CB-5426-3
 
w
1118
;PBac{WH}CG17746
f05041
         
y
1
w*;P{EP}CG17746
G4827
 
y
1
w
1118
;PBac{3HPy
+
}I-2
C362 
w
*
;P{UAS-I-2.HA}G/+;P{UAS-Pp1-87B.HA}H-1/+ 
w
*
;P{UAS-I-2.HA}G/tim-Gal4;P{UAS-Pp1-87B.HA}H-1/+ 
w
*
;P{UAS-I-2.HA}G/+;P{UAS-Pp1-87B.HA}H-1/pdf-Gal4 
y
1
w
67c23
;P{SUPor-P}CG7115
KG02655    
w
1118
;UAS-Cep97/+  
w
1118
;UAS-Cep97/tim-Gal4 
w
1118
;UAS-Cep97/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
UAS-Cep97/Y 
UAS-Cep97/Y;tim-Gal4/+ 
UAS-Cep97/Y;;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-Cep97/+  
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/+;UAS-Cep97/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-Cep97/pdf-Gal4 
43 
16 
11 
15 
12 
8 
14 
16 
15 
16 
11 
16 
14 
15 
15 
9 
12 
15 
9 
13 
14 
15 
13 
15 
16 
16 
100 
94 
91 
93 
100 
0 
43 
100 
100 
88 
91 
94 
100 
100 
87 
100 
75 
100 
100 
100 
93 
60 
85 
100 
100 
100 
23.73 ± 0.04 
24.43 ± 0.08 
24.5 ± 0.19 
23.82 ± 0.07 
23.5 ± 0.0 
AR 
23.3 ± 0.18 
23.63 ± 0.05 
23.9 ± 0.13 
23.57 ± 0.05 
23.3 ± 0.08 
23.53 ± 0.06 
23.75 ± 0.13 
23.67 ± 0.11 
24.15 ± 0.15 
24.22 ± 0.11 
23.5 ± 0.14 
24.27 ± 0.14 
24.28 ± 0.08 
24.67 ± 0.54 
23.38 ± 0.06 
23.83 ± 0.11 
23.59 ± 0.06 
23.5 ± 0.0 
23.97 ± 0.1 
24.31 ± 0.1 
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Table 2 Continued 
Genotype n % 
Rhythmic 
Period ± 
SEM 
y
1
;P{SUPor-P}tocKG08989PpD6
KG08989 
y
1
w*Mi{MIC}Ptpmeg2
MI03011
/Y 
w
67c23
P{lacW}Ptpmeg2
G0232
/Y 
y
1
w
67c23
P{Mae-UAS.6.11}Ptpmeg2
GG01129
/Y 
y
1
w
67c23
P{Mae-UAS.6.11}Ptpmeg2
GG01129
/Y;tim-Gal4/+ 
y
1
w
67c23
P{Mae-UAS.6.11}Ptpmeg2
GG01129
/Y;;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
PBac{WH}Ptpmeg2
f06600
;l(2)*/+  
w*;;Ptp69D
1
 
w*;;Df(3L)8ex25 
w
1118
;;Ptp69D
10
 
w
1118
;;Ptp69D
18
 
w
1118
;;Ptp69D
20 
w
1118
;;Ptp69D
21
 
w
1118
;;UAS-Ptp69D/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-Ptp69D/pdf-Gal4 
w
1118
;;tim-Gal4/+;UAS-Ptp69D/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-DNPtp69D/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-DNPtp69D/pdf-Gal4 
w
1118
;;tim-Gal4/+;UAS-DNPtp69D/+ 
w
1118
;;Ptp69D
1
iso 
y
1
P{SUPor-P}MKP-4
KG03420
   
w
1118
;;P{GSV6}Pp1α-96A
GS11179
/+ 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/+;P{GSV6}Pp1α-96A
GS11179
/+ 
w
1118
;;P{GSV6}Pp1α-96A
GS11179
/pdf-Gal4 
w
1118
;;PP1α-96A
2
/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-PP1α-96A.HA/+ 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/+;UAS-PP1α-96A.HA/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-PP1α-96A.HA/pdf-Gal4 
w
1118
;;PP1α96A-CRISPRmutant-1/+ 
w
1118
;;PP1α96A-CRISPRmutant-2/+ 
w
1118
;;PP1α96A-CRISPRmutant-3/+ 
w
1118
;UAS-CG10417/+                  
w
1118
;UAS-CG10417/tim-Gal4 
w
1118
;UAS-CG10417/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w*;Lar
13.2
/+ 
11 
15 
16 
16 
10 
15 
13 
8 
10 
15 
16 
10 
16 
9 
12 
12 
15 
8 
15 
8 
13 
16 
16 
9 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 
13 
9 
16 
14 
16 
14 
100 
100 
63 
94 
90 
100 
100 
88 
60 
93 
50 
100 
100 
89 
67 
92 
100 
63 
100 
100 
100 
100 
25 
67 
94 
100 
94 
94 
82 
92 
100 
100 
100 
100 
93 
23.68 ± 0.12 
23.73 ± 0.08 
24.65 ± 0.21 
23.57 ± 0.07 
24.22 ± 0.19 
23.8 ± 0.09 
23.62 ± 0.11 
26.57 ± 0.21 
26.5 ± 00 
26.96 ± 0.14 
27.19 ± 0.15 
23.6 ± 0.06 
23.53 ± 0.3 
24.19 ± 0.22 
24.13 ± 0.19 
27.82 ± 0.28 
23.47 ± 0.09 
27.2 ± 0.18 
23.5 ± 0.05 
23.44 ± 0.06 
24.23 ± 0.12 
23.59 ± 0.08 
24.13 ± 0.21 
23.67 ± 0.15 
23.77 ± 0.12 
23.38 ± 0.05 
23.87 ± 0.11 
23.33 ± 0.08 
23.52 ± 0.07 
23.58 ± 0.05 
23.44 ± 0.05 
23.44 ± 0.04 
24.96 ± 0.09 
24.97 ± 0.03 
23.54 ± 0.04 
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Table 2 Continued 
Genotype n % 
Rhythmic 
Period ± 
SEM 
Df(2L)TW84,l(2)74i
1
,amos
Tft
Lar
TW84
/+ 
Df(2L)E55,rdo
1
hook
1
Lar
E55
pr
1
/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-Lar/+ 
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/+;UAS-Lar/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-Lar/pdf-Gal4 
w
1118
;LarDf(2L)E55/Lar
13.2
;+ 
w
1118
;UAS-CanA14Fmyc/+                                 
w
1118
;UAS-CanA14Fmyc/tim-Gal4 
w
1118
;UAS-CanA14Fmyc/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-CanA14Fact-myc/+  
w
1118
;tim-Gal4/+;UAS-CanA14Fact-myc/+ 
w
1118
;;UAS-CanA14Fact-myc/pdf-Gal4 
CanA14F-KO/Y 
CanA14F-KOiso/Y 
14 
16 
14 
15 
16 
14 
16 
16 
15 
9 
15 
16 
15 
16 
86 
88 
100 
93 
75 
0 
75 
63 
100 
100 
0 
94 
13 
94 
23.71 ± 0.11 
24.32 ± 0.08 
23.57 ± 0.04 
24.06 ± 0.07 
24.17 ± 0.07 
AR 
24.5 ± 0.2 
23.6 ± 0.1 
24.03 ± 0.1 
23.94 ± 0.11 
AR 
25.03 ± 0.15 
25.0 ± 0.0 
23.67 ± 0.08 
 
 
Microtubule Star (MTS), GD41924: MTS is the catalytic subunit of protein 
phosphatase 2a (PP2A), which dephosphorylates proteins at serine and threonine 
residues. It functions in many cellular process including the mitotic cell cycle, cell 
surface receptor signaling and cell adhesion (Janssens and Goris, 2001; Chen et al., 
2007). Importantly it is also known to play a role in regulating Drosophila circadian 
clocks (Fang et al., 2007; Andreazza et al., 2015). Behavioral analysis of an additional 
RNAi line that targeted another region of the mRNA did not validate the initial screen 
phenotype emphasizing the importance of validating RNAi phenotypes using 
independent genetic reagents. Indeed, overexpression of mts (UAS-mts) using clock cell-
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specific Gal4 drivers disrupted activity rhythms, thus validating the RNAi screen results 
(Table 2).  
Protein phosphatase 2A at 29B (PP2A-29B), GD49671: PP2A-29B is a protein 
phosphatase type 2A regulatory subunit. It functions in many cellular processes 
including chromosome segregation, centriole assembly, and phagocytosis (Stroschein-
Stevenson et al., 2006; Dobbelaere et al., 2008). I tested additional P element transposon 
inserts to independently validate the RNAi phenotype, but activity rhythms were not 
altered (Table 2). 
Protein phosphatase inhibitor 2 (IPP-2), KK100121: IPP-2 is a protein 
phosphatase inhibitor. It functions to regulate signal transduction and phosphoprotein 
phosphatase pathways. Although the phenotype of this RNAi knockdown was strongly 
arrhythmic, no other genetic reagents were available to confirm the RNAi phenotype. 
CG17746, KK100178: CG17746 is a member of the protein phosphatase 2C 
family, which contains cation binding domains and dephosphorylate proteins at serine 
and threonine residues. I tested additional P element transposon inserts for activity 
rhythms, but these reagents did not validate the RNAi phenotype (Table 2). 
Glycogen binding subunit 70E (Gbs-70E), KK100593: Gbs-70E is a protein 
phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit with a carbohydrate binding type-21 (CBM21) domain. 
It functions in regulation of glycogen metabolic process (Kerekes et al., 2014). However, 
there are no additional genetic reagents available for this gene to validate the arrhythmic 
RNAi phenotype.  
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Metal-dependent protein phosphatase 1 (PPM1), KK101257: PPM1 is a protein 
phosphatase, Mg
+2
/Mn
+2
 dependent (PPM type), member of the protein phosphatase 2C 
family that dephosphorylates proteins at serine and threonine residues. There are no 
known cellular functions described for this phosphatase, and no additional genetic 
reagents were available to validate the RNAi phenotype. 
Protein phosphatase inhibitor 2 (I-2), KK101547: I-2 is a protein phosphatase 
inhibitor that has protein phosphatase 1 binding activity (Sami et al., 2011). Behavioral 
analysis of P element transposon insert and overexpression (UAS-I-2) driven with clock 
cell-specific Gal4 drivers did not reproduce the defect in activity rhythms seen with 
RNAi knockdown (Table 2).  
CG7115, KK103354: CG7115 is a PPM-type member of the protein phosphatase 
2C family that dephosphorylates proteins at serine and threonine residues. It functions in 
many cellular processes including cell adhesion and regulation of cell shape (Sopko et 
al., 2014). I tested the only available P element insert to validate the long 
period/arrhythmicity associated with RNAi knockdown, but activity rhythms in this 
strain were not altered (Table 2). 
Cep97, KK103357: Cep97 is a protein phosphatase type 1 regulator with 
characteristic leucine-rich repeat domain. It functions in centriole replication 
(Dobbelaere et al., 2008). Behavioral analysis of Cep97 overexpression (UAS-Cep97) 
using clock cell-specific Gal4 drivers did not alter activity rhythms (Table 2). 
Protein phosphatase D6 (PPD6), KK104211: PPD6 is a protein phosphatase that 
dephosphorylates proteins at serine and threonine residues. There are no known cellular 
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functions described for this phosphatase. I tested the only available P element transposon 
insert for this gene, but activity rhythms in this strain were not altered (Table 2). 
Protein tyrosine phosphatase Meg2 (Ptpmeg2), KK104427: Ptpmeg2 also known 
as lethal-1-G0232, is a non-membrane spanning protein tyrosine phosphatase. It 
functions in many cellular processes including phagocytosis, neurogenesis and cell 
migration (Stroschein-Stevenson et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2012). I tested the available 
Ptpmeg2 P element transposon insert lines and clock cell-specific Ptpmeg2 
overexpression strains, but none of these genetic reagents altered activity rhythms (Table 
2). 
Protein tyrosine phosphatase 69D (Ptp69D), KK104761: Ptp69D is a protein 
tyrosine phosphatase with characteristic Fibronectin type III, Immunoglobulin subtype, 
and tyrosine specific protein phosphatase domains. It is a transmembrane receptor 
protein tyrosine phosphatase that functions in many cellular processes including dendrite 
morphogenesis, axon guidance, and fasciculation-defasciculation of neuron axons (Desai 
et al., 1996; Desai and Purdy, 2003). When I tested additional reagents, including loss of 
function mutants and dominant negative for Ptp69D, many showed an even longer 
period phenotype compared to the RNAi, while others showing no phenotype (Table 2). 
When Ptp69D mutants that showed a long period were isogenized with wild-type (w
1118
) 
or paired with a wild-type X chromosome, the long period phenotype was lost (Table 2). 
Upon further analysis, I confirmed that the long period (~26.5 h) phenotype was due to 
the per
SLIH 
allele (Hamblen et al., 1998), a naturally occurring per variant.  
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MAPK Phosphatase 4 (MAPK PPase4), KK104884: MAPK PPase4 is a dual 
specificity protein phosphatase that dephosphorylates proteins at tyrosine, serine and 
threonine residues. Its known cellular function is in negative regulation of JUN kinase 
activity (Sun et al., 2008). I tested additional P element transposon inserts to 
independently validate the RNAi phenotype, but activity rhythms were not altered 
(Table 2). 
Protein phosphatase 1α at 96A (PP1α-96A), KK105525: PP1α-96A is a protein 
phosphatase, part of the PP-1 subfamily that dephosphorylates proteins at serine and 
threonine residues. It functions in many cellular processes including positive regulation 
of canonical Wnt signaling pathway and innate immune response (Schertel et al., 2013). 
Importantly PP-1 subfamily is known to play a role in regulating Drosophila circadian 
clocks (Sathyanarayanan et al., 2004). However, none of the available PP1α-96A P 
element inserts or clock cell-specific PP1α-96A overexpression strains altered activity 
rhythms (Table 2). Given the involvement of PP1 in Drosophila circadian clocks, I 
wanted to test loss of function mutants. Therefore, I used CRISPR/Cas9 system to 
generate three PP1α-96A deletion mutants (See Methods and figure on page 55). 
Unfortunately, none of these mutants were homozygous viable as adults, and, 
heterozygotes did not display altered activity rhythms (Table 2). 
CG10417, KK106180: CG10417 is a PPM-type member of the protein 
phosphatase 2C family that dephosphorylates proteins at the serine and threonine 
residues (Sopko et al., 2014). No other genetic reagents were available for this gene. 
However, given its association with the PP2 family known to be involved in Drosophila 
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circadian clock function (Fang et al., 2007), I generated a UAS-CG10417 strain to over-
express this phosphatase specifically in clock cells. Interestingly, CG10417 
overexpression in clock cells resulted in a long period phenotype (Table 2). This 
phenotype is similar to that of the RNAi knockdown, demonstrating that increasing or 
decreasing the dephosphorylation of CG10417 targets, slows the pace of the clock. This 
is not unprecedented since RNAi knockdown and overexpression of PP2A subunit WDB 
also leads to long period rhythms (Sathyanarayanan et al., 2004; Andreazza et al., 2015). 
Leukocyte-antigen-related-like (LAR), KK107996: LAR is a transmembrane 
receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase bearing Fibronectin type III, Immunoglobulin-like, 
and tyrosine specific protein phosphatase domains. It functions in many cellular 
processes including cell adhesion, axon guidance and regulation of nervous system 
development (Streuli et al., 1989; Yang et al., and Tian et al., 1991). Although multiple 
loss of function mutants were available for this phosphatase, none were homozygous 
viable. However, one heterozygous combination of Lar loss of function alleles survived 
and phenocopied the arrhythmicity seen in Lar RNAi knockdown flies (Table 2). Further 
analysis showed that Lar is required for the development of sLNv projections into the 
dorsal brain that are essential for activity rhythms during constant darkness (Agrawal 
and Hardin, 2016). 
Protein phosphatase 1, Y-linked 2 (PP1-Y2), KK109147: PP1-Y2 is a protein 
phosphatase that dephosphorylates proteins at the serine and threonine residues. The 
RNAi shows a strong arrhythmic and/or long period phenotype, but no additional genetic 
reagents were available to validate this RNAi phenotype. 
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Calcineurin A at 14F (CanA14F), KK109858: CanA14F is a protein phosphatase 
that dephosphorylates proteins at serine and threonine residues. It functions in many 
cellular processes such as promoting NFAT protein import into the nucleus and sleep 
(Nakai et al., 2011). Interestingly, a CanA14F knock out (KO), and expression of a 
constitutively active form of CanA14F (Nakai et al., 2011) showed strong arrhythmic 
and long period/arrhythmic phenotypes, respectively (Table 2). However, the 
arrhythmicity associated with the KO was lost upon isogenization of the mutant with 
wild-type (w
1118
) flies (Table 2).  
CG3530, KK110786: CG3530 is a protein phosphatase that dephosphorylates 
proteins at tyrosine residues. Its known cellular function is in the mitotic cell cycle 
(Chen et al., 2007). There are no independent genetic reagents available to validate the 
RNAi phenotype.  
 
Conclusions 
An in vivo screen of ~100 RNAi lines, representing all annotated Drosophila 
phosphatases for altered activity rhythms, was carried out. The screen identified a total 
of 22 candidate genes (Table 1), of which 19 were protein phosphatases and 3 were 
protein phosphatase regulators/ inhibitors or nucleotide/carbohydrate phosphatases that 
altered clock function upon RNAi knockdown in Drosophila clock cells. The efficacy 
and specificity of RNAi mediated knockdown of these candidate phosphatases was 
validated by testing RNAi lines that targeted another region of the mRNA, transposon 
inserts in or near the gene, overexpression and/or loss of function mutants for activity 
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rhythm defects (Table 2). Further genetic validation showed that the RPTP Lar is 
required for the development of the sLNv dorsal projections that are required for 
rhythmic activity in constant darkness but not during LD cycles (Agrawal and Hardin, 
2016). During the course of my screen and validation of candidates, the STRIPAK/PP2a 
phosphatase was independently identified (Andreazza et al., 2015). This phosphatase is 
proposed to dephosphorylate CLK and enable transcriptional activation, which was an 
important target of my screen. Nevertheless, 15 viable candidate clock phosphatases 
remain, and Lar has already provided novel insight into the function of PDF signaling 
among pacemaker neurons to control locomotor activity rhythms. 
 
Methods 
Fly strains 
The w
1118
 and w
1118
;Cyo/Sco;TM2/TM6B strains were used as wild-type controls for 
activity rhythms and as balancers to generate lines used for screening and analysis, 
respectively. The following Gal4 strains were used to drive RNAi expression in clock 
cells: w
1118
;timGal4
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, w
1118
;;pdfGal4, and w
1118
;;timGal4
16
. The following RNAi strains 
from the Vienna Drosophila RNAi Center (VDRC) were used to knock down 
phosphatase expression in clock cells, listed as the gene name or CG number followed 
by the VDRC line number in parenthesis: puckered (GD3018), Protein tyrosine 
phosphatase 52F (GD3116), IA-2 protein tyrosine phosphatase (GD7560), TbCMF46 
(GD17123), string (GD17760), CG17124 (GD19078), Calcineurin B (GD21611), 
Protein phosphatase 19C (GD25317), CG3530 (GD26216), Protein tyrosine 
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phosphatase 4E (GD27232), Calcineurin A1 (GD32283), CG17598 (GD32956), Protein 
phosphatase 1 at 87B (GD35025), Protein tyrosine phosphatase 52F (GD39175),  
Protein tyrosine phosphatase 69D (GD40631), Phosphotyrosyl phosphatase activator 
(GD41912), microtubule star (GD41924), sds22 (GD42051),  Nuclear inhibitor of 
Protein phosphatase 1 (GD42175), Mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase 3 
(GD45415), CG32588 (GD46657), Protein phosphatase 2A at 29B (GD49671), CG3788 
(KK100076), CG6380 (KK100121), CG17746 (KK100178), CG2104 (KK100216), 
Mapmodulin (KK100283), Glycogen binding subunit 70E (KK100593), CG42327 
(KK100914),  Ppm1 (KK101257), CG10376 (KK101335), widerborst (KK101406), 
CIB2 ortholog (KK101474), Inhibitor-2 (KK101547), Protein phosphatase V 
(KK101997), Protein phosphatase Y at 55A (KK102021), Protein phosphatase N at 58A 
(KK102060), CG14297 (KK102071), Protein tyrosine phosphatase 36E (KK102397), 
CG31469 (KK102474), viriato (KK102513), Glycogen binding subunit 76A 
(KK103044), Protein phosphatase 2B at 14D (KK103144), CG32568 (KK103317), 
CG7115 (KK103354), Cep97 (KK103357), cell division cycle 14 (KK103627), Protein 
tyrosine phosphatase Meg (KK103740), CG32812 (KK104081), twins (KK104167), 
Protein phosphatase D6 (KK104211), MAP kinase-specific phosphatase (KK104374), 
Protein tyrosine phosphatase Meg2 (KK104427), Protein phosphatase D5 (KK104452), 
flapwing (KK104677), CG11597 (KK104729), Protein tyrosine phosphatase 69D 
(KK104761), PTEN-like phosphatase (KK104774), Dullard (KK104785), myopic 
(KK104860), MAPK Phosphatase 4 (KK104884), CG13197 (KK105122), Protein 
phosphatase 2C (KK105249), Protein phosphatase 4 regulatory subunit 2-related 
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protein (KK105399), alphabet (KK105483), CG15528 (KK105484), Protein 
phosphatase 1α at 96A (KK105525), inhibitor-t (KK105565), CG6036 (KK105568), 
CG5026 (KK105674), CG14903 (KK105752), CG7378 (KK106098), CG10417 
(KK106180), TFIIF-interacting CTD phosphatase (KK106253), PP2A-B' (KK107057), 
Protein phosphatase D3 (KK107386), CG4733 (KK107621), Protein phosphatase 1 at 
13C (KK107770), Leukocyte-antigen-related-like (KK107996), slingshot (KK107998), 
eyes absent (KK108071), corkscrew (KK108352), Protein tyrosine phosphatase 99A 
(KK108505), CG8909 (KK108629), CG10089 (KK108744), CG8509 (KK108802), 
Nuclear inhibitor of Protein phosphatase 1 (KK108859), Protein tyrosine phosphatase 
61F (KK108888), Protein phosphatase 1, Y-linked 2 (KK109147), CG14411 
(KK109622), Calcineurin A at 14F (KK109858), lazaro (KK109898), CG3632 
(KK110167), PH domain leucine-rich repeat protein phosphatase (KK110360), Protein 
tyrosine phosphatase 10D (KK110443), IA-2 protein tyrosine phosphatase (KK110595), 
astray (KK110661), and CG3530 (KK110786). The following strains were used to 
characterize candidate clock protein phosphatases: UAS-mtsRNAi (GD35171), 
w
1118
;;UAS-mts, w
1118
;P{EP}Pp2A-29B
EP2332
, w
1118
;P{RS3}Pp2A-29B
CB-5426-3
, 
w
1118
;PBac{WH}CG17746
f05041
, y
1
w*;P{EP}CG17746
G4827
, y
1
w
1118
;PBac{3HPy
+
}I-
2
C362
, w*;P{UAS-I-2.HA}G/+;P{UAS-Pp1-87B.HA}H-1, y
1
w
67c23
;P{SUPor-
P}CG7115
KG02655
,
 
w
1118
;UAS-Cep97, UAS-Cep97/Y, w
1118
;;UAS-Cep97, y
1
;P{SUPor-
P}tocKG08989PpD6
KG08989
,
 
y
1
w*Mi{MIC}Ptpmeg2
MI03011
/Y, 
w
67c23
P{lacW}Ptpmeg2
G0232
/Y, y
1
w
67c23
P{Mae-UAS.6.11}Ptpmeg2
GG01129
/Y, 
w
1118
PBac{WH}Ptpmeg2
f06600
;l(2)*, w*;;Ptp69D
1
, w*;;Df(3L)8ex25, w
1118
;;Ptp69D
10
, 
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w
1118
;;Ptp69D
18
, w
1118
;;Ptp69D
20
, w
1118
;;Ptp69D
21
, w
1118
;;UAS-Ptp69D, w
1118
;;UAS-
DNPtp69D, y
1
P{SUPor-P}MKP-4
KG03420
, w
1118
;;P{GSV6}Pp1α-96AGS11179, 
w
1118
;;PP1α-96A2, w1118;;UAS-PP1α-96A.HA, w1118;;PP1α96A-CRISPRmutant-1/+, 
w
1118
;;PP1α96A-CRISPRmutant-2/+, w1118;;PP1α96A-CRISPRmutant-3/+, w1118;UAS-
PP2C-like, w*;Lar
13.2
/+, Df(2L)TW84,l(2)74i
1
,amos
Tft
Lar
TW84
/+, 
Df(2L)E55,rdo
1
hook
1
Lar
E55
pr
1
/+, w
1118
;;UAS-Lar, w
1118
;UAS-CanA14Fmyc, 
w
1118
;;UAS-CanA14Fact-myc and CanA14F-KO/Y. 
 
Drosophila activity monitoring and behavior analysis 
One to three day old male flies were entrained for three days in 12:12 light-dark (LD) 
and transferred to constant darkness (DD) for seven days at 25°C. The screen employed 
testing of each UAS-RNAi alone (as a control), driver alone (as a control) and a 
combination of UAS-RNAi line with tim-Gal4 or pdf-Gal4 (the test). Locomotor activity 
was monitored using the Drosophila Activity Monitor (DAM) system (Trikinetics). 
Analyses of period, power and rhythm strength during DD was carried out using 
ClockLab (Actimetrics) software as previously described (Pfeiffenberger et al., 2010). 
UAS-RNAi lines that produce consistent period lengthening or shortening of ≥ 1 h with 
p-value ≤ 0.05 compared to UAS-RNAi and Gal4 driver controls and/or > 50% 
arrhythmicity were analyzed further for defects in behavioral rhythms. Different genetic 
backgrounds could contribute to a ≤ 1 h period change and therefore were not considered 
significant. 
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Generation of PP1-96α CRISPR mutants 
Two gRNAs were designed using the CRISPR database (Fig. 9; 
http://www.flyrnai.org/crispr/). With two gRNAs, each recruiting Cas9 nuclease, a 
deletion of nucleotides within the target gene is possible. The sequences of the two 
gRNAs ordered were: 5’ATGATATCCGACATCTTTGT3’ and its complement; and 
5’TGCAGTGCGCGGTGCACGAC3’ and its complement. The two oligonucleotides 
were then annealed together for insertion into the U6-BK-gRNA vector (Ren et al., 
2013). The DH5-α strain of E.coli was used for the transformation of the plasmid. Using 
Qiagen plasmid midiprep, the plasmid was extracted from bacteria and presence of a 
correct insertion was confirmed using sequencing analysis at the Gene Technologies 
Laboratory at Texas A&M University. The isolated plasmid was then sent to BestGene 
Inc. (Chino Hills, CA) for injection and upon receiving the injected larvae, PCR analysis 
was carried out to screen for any deletion mutants.  
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Figure 9: CRISPR/Cas9 technology to generate mutants for PP1-96α phosphatase. A. 
Part of coding sequence with gRNA gene targets shown in red; yellow box, start codon 
and green underline indicate the sequence shown in (B). B. Deletion mutations caused by 
the gRNA sequence. Other details are as defined in the text and Methods.   
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CHAPTER III 
LAR IS REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CIRCADIAN PACEMAKER 
NEURON PROCESSES
*
 
 
Background  
In Drosophila brain, feedback loop operates in ~75 pacemaker neurons per hemisphere 
that function to drive activity rhythms (Helfrich-Forster, 2003). These brain pacemaker 
neurons can be divided into multiple clusters based on their location, size and 
neuropeptide expression, including pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) neuropeptide-
expressing four small ventral lateral neurons (sLNvs), and four large ventral lateral 
neurons (lLNvs) (Nitabach and Taghert, 2008; Shafer and Yao, 2014). These clusters of 
pacemaker neurons form a network that maintains synchrony and determines the pattern 
of activity rhythms based on environmental inputs (Peschel and Helfrich-Forster, 2011; 
Yoshii et al., 2012), and also exhibits circadian plasticity where the PDF-positive sLNvs 
send axonal projections toward DN1s and DN2s that undergo daily changes in 
morphology (Fernandez et al., 2008).  
Of the 22 phosphatases identified in RNAi screen with aberrant rhythms, the 
receptor protein tyrosine phosphatase (RPTP) leukocyte-antigen related (LAR; Streuli et 
al., 1989), is required for rhythmic activity. Despite this behavioral arrhythmicity, clock 
                                                 
*
This chapter is reprinted with permission from Agrawal P, Hardin PE (2016). The Drosophila receptor 
protein tyrosine phosphatase LAR is required for development of circadian pacemaker neuron processes 
that support rhythmic activity in constant darkness but not during Light/Dark cycles. J Neurosci 36:3860-
3870. 
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protein rhythms persist in brain pacemaker neurons from Lar mutants and RNAi 
knockdown flies, which suggests that Lar mediates clock output. Indeed, PDF 
accumulation in sLNv dorsal projections is eliminated in Lar mutant and RNAi 
knockdown flies, but PDF expression persists in sLNv cell bodies. During fly 
development, LAR is previously shown to regulate neuronal morphology, axon guidance 
and growth in embryos via multiple signaling pathways (e.g., BMP, WNT) (Krueger et 
al., 1996; Desai et al., 1997; Wills et al., 1999; Kaufmann et al., 2002; Berke et al., 
2013). I have now shown that the lack of PDF accumulation in sLNv dorsal projections 
in Lar mutant and RNAi knockdown flies is in fact due to defects in the arborization of 
these projections during development. 
Strikingly, unlike flies deficient in PDF expression or PDF neurons, which lack 
lights-on anticipation and show premature lights-off anticipation (Renn et al., 1999), Lar 
RNAi knockdown flies show normal lights-on and lights-off anticipation during LD 
cycles. Because PDF expression in sLNv and lLNv cell bodies and their surviving 
projections distinguish Lar mutants and RNAi knockdown flies from flies lacking PDF 
entirely, my results suggest that the remaining PDF expression in sLNv and lLNvs 
mediate lights-on and lights-off anticipation during light/dark cycles. 
 
Results 
Reducing LAR expression in clock cells abolishes activity rhythms 
In Drosophila, release of transcriptional repression by the degradation of PER and TIM 
proteins occurs simultaneously with the replacement of hyperphosphorylated CLK by 
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transcriptionally competent hypophosphorylated CLK (Yu et al., 2006). Likewise, 
multiple kinases and phosphatases control the phosphorylation state of PER and TIM, 
which determines the timing of transcriptional repression by regulating their nuclear 
localization and stability (Hardin, 2011). I therefore sought to identify phosphatases that 
promote CLK-CYC transcriptional activation upon dephosphorylation of core clock 
components. The loss of such phosphatases is predicted to delay CLK-CYC 
transcriptional activity, slow PER-TIM degradation, and/or their nuclear localization; all 
of which act to lengthen circadian period (Sathyanarayanan et al., 2004; Fang et al., 
2007; Andreazza et al., 2015). 
To identify phosphatases that dephosphorylate clock proteins, I used clock cell-
specific RNAi knockdown to screen a total of ~100 phosphatases for altered locomotor 
activity rhythms. The timGal4 and pdfGal4 drivers were used to express UAS-
phosphatase RNAi in either all clock cells or in PDF-positive LNvs alone. The screen 
identified 22 genes that either lengthened or shortened circadian period by ≥ 1 h (p-value 
≤ 0.05 compared with controls) or were significantly arrhythmic. An RNAi line targeting 
the RPTP Lar (UAS-LarRNAi) was largely arrhythmic when driven by either timGal4 or 
pdfGal4 during DD, whereas timGal4, pdfGal4 and UAS-LarRNAi controls showed high 
levels of rhythmicity (Table 3; Fig. 10). When UAS-Dicer2 was used to enhance the 
RNAi potency (Dietzl et al., 2007), flies expressing Lar RNAi in all clock cells or PDF-
positive LNvs were almost entirely arrhythmic (Table 3). Whether or not Dicer2 was 
used to enhance Lar RNAi potency, knocking down Lar expression in clock cells caused 
a significant (p-value < 0.01) increase in arrhythmicity.  
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Table 3: Activity rhythms are disrupted in clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown and 
Lar mutant flies. *Rhythm strength is significantly different (p<0.01) than w 1118 and 
controls containing either the Gal4 driver or UAS responder alone with or without 
Dicer2. #Rhythm strength is significantly different (p<0.001) than w 1118, w1118;Lar 
Df/+;+, andw1118;Lar 13.2/+;+ flies.  
 
Genotype Total % 
Rhythmic 
Period ± SEM Strength (P-S) 
± SEM 
w
1118
;+;+ 16 100 23.50 ± 0.00 160.34 ± 21.62 
w
1118
;timGal4/+;+ 16 88 23.54 ± 0.04 129.26 ± 11.33 
w
1118
;+;pdfGal4/+ 16 100 23.66 ± 0.06 118.24 ± 14.20 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/+;+ 16 100 23.53 ± 0.03 26.44 ± 9.06 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/timGal4;+ 12 25 24.17 ± 0.27 8.68 ± 1.25* 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/+;pdfGal4/+ 16 0 n.a. 2.20 ± 1.03* 
UAS-Dicer2;timG4/+;+ 16 100 24.81 ± 0.12 80.85 ± 12.26 
UAS-Dicer2;UAS-
LarRNAi/timGal4;+ 
11 0 n.a. 5.00 ± 1.43* 
w
1118
;UAS-Dicer2/+;pdfGal4/+ 15 80 24.17 ± 0.09 62.66 ± 11.51 
w
1118
;UAS-Dicer2/UAS-
LarRNAi;pdfGal4/+ 
10 10 23.50 5.78 ± 1.22* 
w
1118
;Lar
13.2
/+;+ 14 93 23.54 ± 0.04 59.37 ± 3.23 
w
1118
;Lar Df/+;+ 14 100 23.71 ± 0.11 113.54 ± 29.01 
w
1118
;Lar Df/Lar
13.2
;+ 14 0 n.a. 1.83 ± 0.17
#
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Figure 10: Locomotor activity analysis of clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown and 
Lar mutant flies. Analysis of activity in DD and fly genotypes are as described in Materials 
and Methods. Representative double-plotted actograms for single flies of each genotype 
are shown. White boxes, lights-on period; black boxes, lights-off period; vertical bars, fly 
activity. The height of vertical bars indicates relative level of activity.  
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To independently confirm that decreased Lar expression abolishes activity 
rhythms, I tested loss of function Lar mutants for behavioral defects. Lar-null mutants, 
although capable of completing embryogenesis and early larval development, die as late 
third instar larvae or pupae (Krueger et al., 1996). Because homozygous Lar-null 
mutants do not survive to adulthood, I tested transheterozygous combinations of 
isogenized Lar loss-of-function alleles for locomotor activity rhythms. One allelic 
combination, Lar deficiency Df(2L)E55 over point mutant Lar
13.2 
(Lar Df/Lar
13.2
), was 
viable, even though both alleles are predicted to be null for LAR function (Krueger et 
al., 1996). Activity rhythms in Lar Df/Lar
13.2
 flies were abolished, as reflected by a 
significant (p-value < 0.001) decrease in rhythm strength compared with Lar Df/+ and 
Lar
13.2
/+ flies (Table 3; Fig. 10), thus confirming the behavioral phenotype and the 
specificity of Lar RNAi. 
Because reduced levels of Lar in clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown and 
Lar Df/Lar
13.2
 flies caused high levels of arrhythmicity, I reasoned that expressing Lar 
specifically in clock cells would rescue the arrhythmic phenotype associated with these 
genotypes. To express Lar in clock cells, timGal4 was used to drive UAS-Lar. When 
timGal4 was used to express UAS-Lar in clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown or 
Lar Df/Lar
13.2
 mutant flies, rhythmic activity was restored (Table 4; Fig. 10), consistent 
with the significant increase in rhythm strength compared with control timGal4 driven 
Lar RNAi (p-value = 0.0032) and Lar Df/Lar
13.2
 (p-value = 0.02) flies (Table 3). Rescue 
of clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown and Lar Df/Lar
13.2
 arrhythmicity by clock 
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cell-specific Lar expression further demonstrates that LAR levels and/or activity are 
required for rhythmic activity. 
 
Table 4: Lar expression in clock cells rescues activity rhythms in Lar mutant and RNAi 
knockdown flies. *Rhythm strength is significantly different (p <0.004) than w 1118;Lar 
13.2/+;+ and w 1118;Lar Df/+;+ flies (Table 1). #Rhythm strength is significantly different 
(p = 0.02) than UAS-Dicer2;UAS-LarRNAi/timGal4;+ flies (Table 1). +Rhythm 
strength is significantly different (p = 0.011) than w 1118;+;UAS-Lar/+, but not 
significantly different (p = 0.39) than w1118;+;timGal4/+.  
 
Genotype Total % 
Rhythmic 
Period ± 
SEM 
Strength  
(P-S) ± SEM 
w
1118
;+;UAS-Lar/+ 14 100 23.57 ± 0.04 92.86 ± 9.91 
w
1118
;+;tim-Gal4/+ 15 93 23.58 ± 0.06 58.54 ± 4.63 
w
1118
;+;UAS-Lar/tim-Gal4 
w
1118
;Lar Df/Lar
13.2
;UAS-Lar/tim-
Gal4 
16 
14 
88 
86 
24.20 ± 0.32 
24.67 ± 0.10 
65.16 ± 5.98
+
 
26.7 ± 7.05* 
w
1118
;UAS-Dicer2/+;UAS-Lar/tim-
Gal4 
w
1118
;UAS-Dicer2/UAS-
LarRNAi;UAS-Lar/tim-Gal4 
15 
 
16 
80 
 
88 
24.21 ± 0.22 
 
24.54 ± 0.24 
29.95 ± 8.61 
 
14.61 ± 1.14
#
 
 
 
 
Molecular clock gene oscillations are preserved in Lar knockdown flies 
Because Lar is an RPTP, I expected that reducing LAR levels would result in increased 
clock protein phosphorylation, thus disrupting feedback loop progression and/or 
function. To determine whether reducing Lar expression alters PER, TIM and/or CLK 
phosphorylation or abundance, antibodies against these proteins were used to probe 
Western blots containing head extracts from timGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi and UAS-
LarRNAi flies without a Gal4 driver collected at different Zeitgeber times (ZTs; where 
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ZT0 is lights-on and ZT12 is lights-off) during LD cycles or different CTs (where CT0 is 
subjective lights-on and CT12 is subjective lights-off) during DD. CT2, CT10, and CT22 
time points were selected to detect differences in abundance and/or phosphorylation 
because higher levels and/or hyperphosphorylated forms of clock proteins are present at 
CT22 and CT2 and lower levels and/or hypophosphorylated forms of clock proteins are 
present at CT10. Neither CLK, PER, and TIM phosphorylation, as measured by the 
lower mobility forms, nor abundance were noticeably different in head extracts from 
timGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi and control UAS-Lar-RNAi/+ flies during LD (data not 
shown) or DD conditions (Fig. 11A). This result demonstrates that the molecular 
oscillator in clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown flies is functioning similar to that 
in controls having normal Lar levels, at least in fly heads, where >90% clock protein 
signal comes from photoreceptor expression (Glossop and Hardin, 2002). 
To directly assess clock protein localization and cycling in pacemaker neurons in 
clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown and Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
flies, PER distribution was 
monitored in dissected brains during LD (data not shown) and DD. Newly eclosed UAS-
LarRNAi/+, timGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi and Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
adults were synchronized 
in LD and collected for dissection at the predicted PER peak (CT22) and trough (CT10) 
time points on the third day after transfer to DD. Remarkably, PER expression in 
timGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi and Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
brains was indistinguishable from 
UAS-LarRNAi/+ controls at both peak and trough time points during LD (data not 
shown) and DD (Fig. 11B–G). In each of these genotypes, PER was readily detected in 
all pacemaker neuron groups at CT22 (Fig. 11B–D), but was undetectable at CT10 (Fig. 
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11E–G). Cycling of PER protein in whole heads from timGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi 
flies and pacemaker neurons from timGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi and Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
flies demonstrates that Lar does not disrupt molecular oscillator function. These results 
suggest that Lar functions downstream of the molecular oscillator to disrupt activity 
rhythms. 
 
 
Figure 11: Rhythms in clock gene expression are intact in Lar knockdown flies. A, 
Western blots of head extracts from w1118;UAS-LarRNAi/+ and UAS-Dicer2/+;UAS-
LarRNAi/timGal4 (UAS-LarRNAi/timGal4) flies were probed with CLK, PER, and 
TIM antisera. B–G, Brains dissected from adult flies collected at CT22 or CT10 were 
immunostained with PER antisera and imaged by confocal microscopy.  
 
 
PDF accumulation is impaired in Lar knockdown flies 
A key regulator of locomotor activity rhythms is the neuropeptide PDF (Renn et al., 
1999), which rhythmically accumulates in the sLNv projections into the dorsal brain 
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(hereafter sLNv dorsal projections) with a peak early in the day (Park et al., 2000). To 
determine whether defects in PDF expression give rise to the arrhythmic activity seen in 
clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown and Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
mutant flies, PDF was 
monitored in brains from PDF neuron-specific Lar RNAi knockdown, Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
mutant and control flies at ZT2. In pdfGal4 driven UASLarRNAi flies, PDF 
immunostaining is markedly reduced or absent (18 of 18 brain hemispheres) in sLNv 
dorsal projections compared with the normal PDF immunostaining (18 of 18 brain 
hemispheres) seen in sLNv dorsal projections from control UAS-LarRNAi flies (Fig. 
12A–F). In contrast, PDF immunostaining in lLNv projections to the medulla and 
accessory medulla (aMe) showed no alterations in pdfGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi or 
control UAS-LarRNAi flies (18 of 18 brain hemispheres for each genotype; Fig. 12A–
F), whereas PDF immunstaining in lLNv projections to the posterior optic tract (POT) 
were absent or disrupted in most pdfGal4 driven UASLarRNAi flies (10 of 18 brain 
hemispheres) but normal in UAS-LarRNAi controls (18 of 18 brain hemispheres) (Fig. 
12A–F). Likewise, wild-type PDF immunostaining was detected in sLNv dorsal 
projections from Lar Df/+ and Lar
13.2
/+ control flies (16 of 16 brain hemispheres for 
each genotype), but PDF immunostaining was absent in sLNv dorsal projections in Lar 
Df/Lar
13.2 
mutants (16 of 16 brain hemispheres; Fig. 12G–O). PDF expression in lLNv 
projections to the medulla and aMe were present but appeared less intense in Lar 
Df/Lar
13.2 
mutants than in control Lar Df/+ and Lar
13.2
/+ flies (16 of 16 brain 
hemispheres), and PDF levels in the POT projection were drastically reduced or absent 
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in Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
mutant flies (8 of 16 brain hemispheres) compared with Lar Df/+ and 
Lar
13.2
/+ controls (Fig. 12G–O). 
 
 
 
 Figure 12: PDF expression is absent in sLNv dorsal projections of PDF neuron-
specific Lar RNAi knockdown flies. A–C, Projected Z-series image (76 µm) of a UAS-
LarRNAi/UAS-Dicer2 brain. D–F, Projected Z-series image (90 µm) of a UAS-
LarRNAi/UAS-Dicer2;pdf-Gal4/+ brain. G–I, Projected Z-series image (76 µm) of a 
Lar Df/+ brain. J–L, Projected Z-series image (78 µm) of a Lar13.2/+ brain. M–O, 
Projected Z-series image (88 µm) of a Lar Df/Lar13.2 brain. P–R, Projected Z-series image 
(82 µm) of a Lar Df/Lar13.2;timGal4/UAS-Lar brain.  
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Figure 12 Continued 
 
If the lack of PDF accumulation in sLNv dorsal projections is due to decreased 
Lar levels, then expressing Lar in clock cells should restore PDF expression in these 
projections. Indeed, when timGal4 was used to drive UAS-Lar in Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
flies, 
wild-type PDF immunostaining was detected in sLNv dorsal projections and lLNv 
medulla projections (16 of 16 brain hemispheres; Fig. 12P–R). However, PDF 
expression in lLNv POT projections was not completely restored by expressing Lar in all 
clock neurons (8 of 16 brain hemispheres were disrupted or absent; Fig. 12P–R). The 
lack of PDF accumulation in sLNv dorsal projections is not due to the loss of sLNvs in 
flies with impaired Lar expression; CLK is expressed in sLNv nuclei of pdfGal4 driven 
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UAS-LarRNAi flies, Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
mutants and control flies with varying levels of PDF 
(Fig. 13). CLK levels in pdfGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi and Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
mutant flies 
were not significantly different (p-value > 0.05) than the UAS-LarRNAi and Lar Df/+ or 
Lar
13.2
/+ controls, respectively. These data demonstrate that LAR expression in PDF 
neurons is required for PDF accumulation in sLNv dorsal projections. 
 
 
Figure 13: Both lLNvs and sLNvs are present in PDF neuron-specific Lar RNAi 
knockdown and Lar Df/Lar 13.2 mutant flies. A–C, Projected Z-series (18 µm) from a 
UAS-LarRNAi/UAS-Dicer2 brain. D–F, Twelve micrometer projected Z-series image 
from a UAS-LarRNAi/UAS-Dicer2;pdfGal4/+ brain. G–I, Fourteen micrometer 
projected Z-series image from a Lar Df/Lar13.2 brain.  
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Lar is required during development for PDF accumulation in sLNv dorsal projections 
and activity rhythms 
Loss of Lar expression in pacemaker neurons could abolish activity rhythms and PDF 
accumulation in sLNv dorsal projections by blocking clock output pathway development, 
maintenance, or both. To determine whether LAR is required in adults for locomotor 
activity rhythms, Lar RNAi was expressed in PDF expressing neurons post-eclosion 
using the Gal80
ts
 TARGET system (McGuire et al., 2003). In flies raised and tested at 
the permissive temperature (18°C), Gal80
ts
 inhibits pdfGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi, 
resulting in rhythms with a period of 23.54 h (Table 5, row 12), and strengths that were 
either not different (p-value > 0.28) or stronger (p-value < 0.02) than controls unable to 
express Lar RNAi (Table 5, rows 9-11). When pdf-Gal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi flies 
were raised at 18°C and transferred to restrictive temperature (30°C) after eclosion, Lar 
RNAi is only expressed in PDF neurons of adults. However, these flies were just as 
rhythmic (p-value > 0.29) as control flies that are unable to express Lar RNAi after 
eclosion and had comparable periods (Table 5, compare row 4 to rows 1-3). These 
results suggest that LAR expression in PDF neurons after adults emerge is not required 
for activity rhythms. This implies that Lar function is required in sLNvs during 
development since knocking down Lar in PDF neurons during development and in 
adults essentially eliminates activity rhythms (Table 3, rows 6 and 10). 
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Table 5: PDF neuron-specific Lar RNAi knockdown during development, but not in 
adults, abolishes activity rhythms. *Significantly different (p<0.05) rhythm strength 
compared to controls exposed to the same temperature regime.  
 
Genotype (temperature raised » 
temperature tested) 
Total % 
Rhythmic 
Period ± 
SEM 
Strength  
(P-S) ± SEM 
w
1118
;+;+ (18°C»30°C) 16 94 23.50 ± 0.12 29.35 ± 12.45 
w
1118
;tub-Gal80
ts
/+;pdfGal4/+ 
(18°C»30°C) 
18 89 23.94 ± 0.13 14.05 ± 2.55 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/+;+ 
(18°C»30°C) 
15 100 23.59 ± 0.08 21.41 ± 4.46 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/tub-
Gal80
ts
;pdfGal4/+ (18°C»30°C) 
18 94 23.46 ± 0.21 17.62 ± 3.05 
w
1118
; +;+ (30°C»30°C) 12 92 24.41 ± 0.11 17.48 ± 2.01 
w
1118
;tub-Gal80
ts
/+;pdfGal4/+ 
(30°C»30°C) 
15 87 24.04 ± 0.13 31.75 ± 10.01 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/+;+ 
(30°C»30°C) 
14 93 23.61 ± 0.14 16.21 ± 1.8 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/tub-
Gal80
ts
;pdfGal4/+ (30°C»30°C) 
18 6 24.50 3.44 ± 1.17* 
w
1118
;+;+ (18°C»18°C) 12 83 23.45 ± 0.05 35.13 ± 9.46 
w
1118
;tub-Gal80
ts
/+;pdfGal4/+ 
(18°C»18°C) 
12 83 23.30 ± 0.08 43.76 ± 7.94 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/+;+ 
(18°C»18°C) 
16 88 23.50 ± 0.10 15.01 ± 1.34 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/tub-
Gal80
ts
;pdfGal4/+ (18°C»18°C) 
17 88 23.61 ± 0.09 47.37 ± 6.31 
w
1118
;+;+ (30°C»18°C) 12 92 23.43 ± 0.03 27.79 ± 6.23 
w
1118
;tub-Gal80
ts
/+;pdfGal4/+ 
(30°C»18°C) 
15 80 23.71 ± 0.16 30.67 ± 18.72 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/+;+ 
(30°C»18°C) 
12 83 23.56 ± 0.07 13.48 ± 2.06 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/tub-
Gal80
ts
;pdfGal4/+ (30°C»18°C) 
15 13 24.75 ± 0.11 6.85 ± 1.47* 
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To confirm a role for LAR during development, I tested pdfGal4 driven UAS-
LarRNAi flies for defects in activity rhythms when raised and tested at 30°C at the adult 
stage (continuous Lar knockdown) or raised at 30°C and transferred to 18°C at the adult 
stage (development-only Lar knockdown). Both continuous and development-only Lar 
knockdown flies displayed significantly higher arrhythmicity (p-value < 0.05) compared 
with control strains that showed rhythms with 23.5-24.5 h circadian periods (Table 5, 
compare row 8 to rows 5-7 and row 16 to rows 13-15). These results confirm that Lar is 
required during early stages of fly development for rhythms in locomotor activity.  
Given that the expression of Lar RNAi in PDF neurons after eclosion does not 
alter rhythmic activity, I expected PDF to accumulate in sLNv dorsal projections. Indeed, 
I observed PDF staining in sLNv cell bodies and dorsal projections from flies expressing 
Lar RNAi in PDF neurons after eclosion that was comparable to controls (Fig. 14A–F). 
In contrast, flies that express Lar RNAi in PDF neurons during development lacked PDF 
staining when tested at 18°C as adults (Fig. 14G–L). Together, these results demonstrate 
that Lar functions during development to permit PDF accumulation in sLNv dorsal 
projections and drive activity rhythms. 
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Figure 14: Lar is required during development, but not in adults, for PDF accumulation in 
sLNv dorsal projections. A–F, Flies were raised at 18°C to block Gal4 activation, shifted 
to 30°C after eclosion to permit Gal4 activation, and collected at ZT2. A–C, Seventy four 
micrometer projected Z-series image of a tubGal80ts/+;pdfGal4/+brain. D–F, Eighty-
two micrometer projected Z-series image of a UAS-LarRNAi/tubGal80 ts;pdfGal4/+ 
brain. G–L, Flies were raised at 30°C to permit Gal4 activation, shifted to 18°C after 
eclosion to block Gal4 activation, and collected at ZT2. G–I, Eighty-six projected Z-series 
image of a tubGal80ts/+;pdfGal4/+ brain. J–L, Eighty-two micrometer projected Z-
series image of a UAS-LarRNAi/tubGal80 ts;pdfGal4/+ brain.  
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Lar disrupts the development of sLNv dorsal projections 
During fly development, LAR was previously shown to regulate neuronal morphology, 
axon guidance and growth in embryos via multiple signaling pathways (eg, BMP, WNT) 
(Krueger et al., 1996; Desai et al., 1997; Wills et al., 1999; Kaufmann et al., 2002; Berke 
et al., 2013). Given that Lar plays a role in axonal development, I tested whether sLNv 
dorsal projections were disrupted in PDF neuron-specific Lar RNAi knockdown flies. 
sLNv axonal morphology was visualized with a membrane-tethered version of GFP 
(mCD8-GFP) expressed in PDF-positive neurons. GFP was detected in sLNv dorsal 
projections from control brains at ZT2 (Fig. 15A), when the axonal arbor is at its 
maximum (Fernandez et al., 2008). Strikingly, sLNv dorsal projections were either 
completely absent (17 of 18 brain hemispheres) or weakly detected (1 of 
18 brain hemispheres) in UAS-LarRNAi/UAS-mCD8GFP;pdf-Gal4/+ adults beyond the 
dorsomedial defasciculation point (Fig. 15B). Likewise, lLNv projections to the medulla 
and the POT were aberrant (8 of 18 brain hemispheres with absent or altered projections) 
and GFP staining was weak in UAS-LarRNAi/UASmCD8GFP;pdfGal4/+ flies (Fig. 
15B). These results show that Lar plays a critical role in the development of sLNv dorsal 
projections (and to a lesser extent in lLNv projections), consistent with the loss of PDF 
accumulation in these processes and loss of behavioral rhythms. 
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Figure 15: PDF neuron-specific Lar RNAi knockdown eliminates the sLNv dorsal 
projection. A, Seventy-six micrometer projected Z-series image from a control UAS-
mCD8GFP/+;pdfGal4/+ fly brain. B, Seventy-eight micrometer projected Z-series image 
from a UAS-mCD8GFP/UAS-Lar-RNAi;pdfGal4/+ fly brain. White arrowhead, sLNv 
dorsal projection; blue arrowhead, lLNv POT projection; yellow arrowhead, lLNv medulla 
projection; red arrowhead, sLNv and lLNv aMe projections; gray arrowhead, lLNv aMe 
ventral elongation projection.  
 
 
Although Lar mutants and RNAi knockdowns eliminate PDF expression in sLNv 
dorsal projections (Fig. 12), PDF continues to accumulate in sLNv and lLNv cell bodies 
and their projections into the medulla, the aMe, and (to a lesser extent) the POT (Figs. 
12, 14, 15). The presence of PDF in sLNv and lLNv cell bodies and their remaining 
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projections distinguishes Lar mutant and RNAi knockdown flies from the pdf
01
 mutant, 
which eliminates PDF without altering sLNv structure, or PDF neuron ablation flies, 
which eliminate both PDF and LNvs (Renn et al., 1999). Despite their differences in PDF 
expression and sLNv structure, Lar mutant and RNAi knockdown, pdf
01
 mutant and LNv 
ablation flies all abolish activity rhythms in DD. However, activity rhythms of pdf
01
 
mutant and LNv ablated flies are also disrupted in diurnal (LD) cycles; the evening 
activity peak is advanced by 0.5-1 h and anticipation of lights-on is abolished (Renn et 
al., 1999). Lar RNAi knockdown flies were therefore tested to determine 
whether their diurnal activity reflected that of pdf
01
 mutant flies, but surprisingly the 
phase of their evening activity peak was similar to wild-type controls (p-value ≥ 0.07) 
and significantly later (p-value < 0.001) than the pdf
01
 mutant, and they could anticipate 
lights-on significantly better (p-value < 0.05) than the pdf
01
 mutant (Fig. 16; Table 6). 
Because PDF expression in LNv cell bodies and their projections into the medulla, aMe 
and POT persist in Lar RNAi knockdown flies, PDF secretion from LNvs could account 
for the difference in light driven activity. 
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Table 6: LD activity in clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown flies does not display 
defects seen in pdf 01 mutants. *Significantly different (p<0.001) compared to clock cell-
specific Lar RNAi knockdown and control strains. #Significantly different (p<0.05) 
compared to clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown and control strains. ^Significantly 
better anticipation (p = 0.02) than w1118;UAS-LarRNAi/+;+ control. 
 
Genotype Total 
Evening 
peak ± SEM 
Morning 
peak ± SEM 
Anticipation 
index ± SEM 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/+;+ 16 12.0 ± 0.08 0.6 ± 0.08 0.79 ± 0.04 
w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/tim-Gal4;+ 16 12.1 ± 0.06 0.5 ± 0.00 0.95 ± 0.03^ 
w
1118
;+;UAS-LarRNAi/+;pdf-Gal4/+ 
yw;+;pdf
01
/ pdf
01
 
14 
14 
12.3 ± 0.07 
9.8 ± 0.03* 
0.5 ± 0.04 
0.6 ± 0.08 
0.82 ± 0.06 
0.6 ± 0.06
#
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Activity profiles of clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown, pdf 01 and control 
flies during LD cycles. A, UAS-LarRNAi/+ flies (n=16). B, UAS-
LarRNAi/+;pdfGal4/+ flies (n=14). C, UAS-LarRNAi/+;timGal4/+flies (n=16). D, 
pdf 01 mutant flies (n=14). 
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Conclusions 
In a screen to identify clock protein phosphatases, I found that RNAi knockdown of the 
RPTP LAR (Leukocyte-antigen-related-like) abolishes locomotor activity rhythms 
(Table 3; Fig. 10). A transheterozygous combination of Lar Df and Lar
13.2 
mutant alleles 
also displayed arrhythmic activity, thus confirming the RNAi knockdown phenotype. 
The loss of rhythmicity in clock cell-specific Lar RNAi knockdown flies and Lar 
Df/Lar
13.2 
mutants is not due to a defect in core oscillator function; CLK, PER and TIM 
phosphorylation and abundance were similar in timGal4 driven UAS-LarRNAi and 
control UAS-LarRNAi fly head extracts (Fig. 11A). Likewise, PER oscillations in 
pacemaker neurons from Lar RNAi knockdown flies were indistinguishable from 
controls lacking Lar RNAi expression (Fig. 11B). The presence of an intact molecular 
clock in Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
mutant and clock cell-specific RNAi knockdown flies suggests 
that Lar disrupts output from the circadian oscillator. 
The loss of activity rhythms in Lar mutant and RNAi knockdown flies is 
reminiscent of the arrhythmicity seen in pdf 
01
 flies during constant darkness (Renn et 
al., 1999). Mutations that eliminate PDF (or the PDF receptor) are thought to disrupt 
output signaling from the sLNvs to other tissues and synchronizing cues to different 
groups of pacemaker neurons, thereby causing arrhythmicity in constant darkness (Renn 
et al., 1999; Peng et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2004; Hyun et al., 2005; Lear et al., and 
Mertens et al., 2005). Given these roles for PDF, I hypothesized that loss of Lar disrupts 
PDF expression or release. Indeed, PDF neuron specific Lar RNAi knockdown and Lar 
Df/Lar
13.2
 mutants displayed defective PDF staining in sLNv dorsal projections, but PDF 
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staining persisted in LNv cell bodies and their remaining projections (Figs. 12 and 13). 
These results suggest that the arrhythmic activity seen in PDF neuron specific Lar RNAi 
knockdown flies was due to the absence of PDF expression in sLNv dorsal projections. 
Expressing Lar in clock neurons from Lar Df/Lar
13.2 
mutants rescued PDF expression in 
sLNv dorsal projections and behavioral rhythms (Table 4; Fig. 12P–R), demonstrating 
that Lar acts in clock cells to mediate PDF release and/or accumulation in sLNv dorsal 
projections and drive rhythmic activity.  
PDF expression in sLNv dorsal projections is first detected in L1 larval brains 
(Helfrich-Forster, 1997). Since Lar participates in axon guidance through the midline 
during development of the embryonic CNS (Seeger et al., 1993), positioning sensory 
terminals in the olfactory lobe (Jhaveri et al., 2004), and proper compartmentalization of 
the visual system (Tayler et al., 2004), Lar could function during development, in adults, 
or both, to promote PDF accumulation in sLNv dorsal projections. Using the Gal80
ts
 
TARGET system to express PDF neuron-specific Lar RNAi during development, in 
adults, or both, I found that Lar acts during development to enable PDF accumulation in 
sLNv dorsal projections (Table 5; Fig. 14). Because PDF functions to synchronize 
pacemaker neurons and drive behavioral outputs (Park et al., 2000; Peng et al., 2003; Lin 
et al., 2004; Collins et al., 2012; Cavanaugh et al., 2014), loss of PDF in sLNv dorsal 
projections likely accounts for the lack of activity rhythms. 
Given that Lar is involved in axonal development, Lar could also be required for 
sLNv dorsal projection development rather than PDF accumulation per se. Indeed, sLNv 
dorsal processes marked by mCD8-GFP were severely disrupted or absent in PDF 
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neuron specific Lar RNAi knockdown flies (Fig. 15B). The lack of sLNv dorsal 
projections in PDF neuron-specific Lar RNAi knockdown flies implies that Lar 
functions when sLNv dorsal projections are forming during or before the L1 larval stage 
(Helfrich-Forster, 1997). My results suggest that loss of Lar alters sLNv axonal targeting 
in the dorsal protocerebrum during embryonic or early larval development, thereby 
impairing PDF signaling, synchronization of the circadian network, and rhythmic 
activity. 
By eliminating sLNv dorsal projections, Lar mutants and RNAi knockdowns 
disrupt PDF signaling in a novel fashion; pdf
01
 flies have intact sLNvs but lack PDF 
expression and PDF neuron ablated flies eliminate sLNvs entirely and lack PDF 
expression (Renn et al., 1999). In addition to their arrhythmic activity in DD, pdf
01
 
mutants and PDF neuron ablated flies lack morning activity in anticipation of lights-on 
and display an evening peak in activity ~0.5-1 h earlier than wild-type flies in LD, 
suggesting that the loss of PDF accounts for both of these diurnal phenotypes (Renn et 
al., 1999). Unexpectedly, Lar RNAi knockdown flies were active in anticipation of 
lights-on and showed an evening activity peak having a wild-type phase in LD cycles 
(Fig. 16; Table 6). Although PDF signaling to the dorsal brain is disrupted in Lar 
mutants and RNAi knockdowns, PDF continues to be expressed in sLNv and lLNv cell 
bodies and projections that target the medulla, POT and aMe (Figs. 12, 14, and 15). 
These results imply that PDF signaling from the remaining sLNv and lLNv projections 
mediates normal diurnal activity with a morning (M) peak at dawn and an evening (E) 
peak at dusk. 
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Methods 
Fly strains 
The following Drosophila strains were used in this study: w
1118
, 
w
1118
;Cyo/Sco;TM2/TM6B, w
1118
;timGal4, w
1118
;;pdfGal4, w;;timGal4, UAS-LarRNAi 
(P{KK100581}, VDRC), UAS-Lar (w;P{UASLar.K}P4B, BDSC), UAS-
Dicer2;timGal4, and w;UAS-Dicer2;pdfGal4 (gifts from Jeffery Price, University of 
Missouri, Kansas City MO), UAS-mCD8::GFP (w;P{UAS-mCD8::GFP.L}LL6, 
BDSC), tubGal80
ts
 (P{tubP-Gal80
ts
}20, BDSC), Lar
13.2
 (w;Lar
13.2
/CyO, BDSC), Lar Df 
(Df(2L)E55, rdo
1
 hook
1
 Lar E55 pr
1
/CyO, BDSC), and yw;;pdf
 01
 (a gift from Paul 
Taghert Washington University, St. Louis, MO). Flies were reared on standard 
cornmeal/agar medium supplemented with yeast and kept in 12h light/12h dark (LD) 
cycles at 25°C. The Lar mutant strains, Lar
13.2
 and Lar Df were backcrossed seven times 
to y 
1
;P{SUPor-P}Lar KG04810/CyO;ry
506
 flies (BDSC) to minimize effects due to 
differences in genetic background. 
 
Drosophila activity monitoring and behavior analysis 
One- to 3-d-old male flies were entrained for 3 d in LD cycles and transferred to 
constant darkness (DD) for 7 d at 25°C. To knockdown Lar only in adults using the 
TARGET system (McGuire et al., 2003), w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/tubGal80
ts
;pdfGal4/+ 
males were raised at the permissive temperature (18°C) for tubGal80
ts
 to block Gal4-
dependent expression of Lar RNAi. After eclosion, flies were entrained for 3 d in LD 
and monitored for 7 d in DD at the restrictive temperature (30°C), which allows Gal4-
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dependent expression of Lar RNAi. Controls lacking Lar expression in adults and during 
development were raised and tested at 18°C. To express Lar RNAi only during 
development, w
1118
;UAS-LarRNAi/tubGal80
ts
;pdfGal4/+ males were raised at 30°C to 
allow Gal4-dependent Lar RNAi expression. After eclosion, flies were entrained for 3 d 
in LD and monitored for 7 d in DD at the permissive temperature (18°C). Controls that 
express Lar during development and in adults were raised and tested at 30°C. Locomotor 
activity was monitored using the Drosophila Activity Monitor system (Trikinetics). To 
determine period and rhythm strength during DD, X
2 
periodogram analysis was 
performed using ClockLab (Actimetrics) software as previously described 
(Pfeiffenberger et al., 2010). Flies were considered rhythmic if their X
2 
power value was 
≥ 10 above the significance line (i.e., strength ≥ 10) and they were clearly rhythmic by 
visual inspection of the actogram. For analysis of activity during LD conditions, flies 
were monitored for 7 d. The number of activity events were recorded in 30 min bins, and 
average numbers of activity events per 30 min bin per fly were calculated to generate 
histograms. The times of morning and evening activity peaks (phase values) were 
computed using ClockLab. Morning Anticipation Index values were calculated as the 
ratio of activity counts occurring 3 h before lights-on over activity counts occurring 6 h 
before lights-on as described previously (Harrisingh et al., 2007; De et al., 2013). All p 
values were calculated using a Student’s two-tailed t test with unequal variance. 
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Immunohistochemistry 
Antibody staining of larval CNSs and adult fly brains was performed as previously 
described (Houl et al., 2008). Briefly, larval CNSs and adult brains were dissected in 1X 
PBS and fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in 1X PBS at room temperature (RT) for 15 
mins. Samples were then washed and incubated with blocking solution containing 1X 
PBS, 5% BSA, 5% goat serum (5% donkey serum for primary antibodies raised in goat), 
0.03% sodium deoxycholate, and 0.03% TritonX100 at RT for 1 h followed by 
incubation with primary antibodies overnight (ON) at 4°C in blocking solution. Primary 
antibodies and their dilutions used were as follows: guinea pig anti-CLK GP50 1:3000 
(Houl et al., 2008), goat anti-CLK dC-17 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) 1:100, rabbit anti-
GFP ab6556 (Abcam) 1:500, pre-absorbed rabbit anti-PER (a gift from Michael 
Rosbash, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA) 1:15,000, and mouse anti-PDF 
(Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) 1:500. For detection of primary antisera, the 
following secondary antibodies were used at a dilution of 1:200 (incubated ON at 4°C) 
in blocking solution: goat anti-rabbit AlexaFluor 488 (Invitrogen), donkey anti-rabbit 
AlexaFluor 647 (Invitrogen), goat anti-guinea pig Cy-3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch 
Laboratories), donkey anti-guinea pig AlexaFluor 488 (Invitrogen), goat anti-mouse 
AlexaFluor 488 and AlexaFluor 647 (Invitrogen), and donkey anti-goat AlexaFluor 488 
(Invitrogen). Brains were then mounted in Vectashield mounting medium (Vector 
Labora-tories) for imaging. Entrained L3 larvae or 1- to 5-d-old adults were used for 
dissection. 
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Imaging 
Larval CNSs and adult fly brains were imaged using an Olympus FV1000 confocal 
microscope (Olympus America) as described previously (Liu et al., 2015). Briefly, serial 
optical scans were obtained at 2 µm intervals without using Kalman-averaging. For 
coimmunostaining experiments, sequential scans of the Argon 488 nm and HeNe (543 
nm for Cy3, 633 nm for AlexaFluor 647 and Cy5) lasers were used to avoid bleed-
through between channels. For imaging AlexaFluor 488 and Cy3; Argon 488 nm and 
HeNe 543 nm lasers were used, with the 405/488/543 nm dichronic mirror for excitation 
whereas for imaging AlexaFluor 488 and either AlexaFluor 647 or Cy5; Argon 488 nm 
and HeNe 633 nm lasers were used, with the 488/543/633 nm dichronic mirror for 
excitation. Fluorescence signals were separated by a beam splitter (560 nm long pass) 
and recorded on spectral detectors set to 500-530 nm for AlexaFluor 
488, 555-655 nm for Cy3, and a detector with 650 nm long pass filter for AlexaFluor 
647 or Cy5. The Fluoview “Hi-Lo” lookup table was used to set the maximal signal 
below saturation and set the background to near zero using the high voltage and offset 
controls. Original Olympus images were saved as 12 bit oib format and processed using 
FV1000 confocal software to generate Z-stack series. Images were adjusted for 
brightness and contrast using FV1000 confocal software when needed. For each 
genotype and developmental stage, brain images were acquired using the same settings 
(power, gain, offset) at the same time.  
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Western blot analysis 
For preparing protein extract from adult fly heads, flies were entrained in LD cycles for 
at least 3 d and collected at circadian time (CT)2, CT10, and CT22 on day 1 of constant 
darkness. Lysis was performed in radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer (20 mM Tris, 
pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 
0.4% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS) containing protease inhibitor mixture (0.5 mM 
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 10 µg/ml aprotinin, 10 µg/ml leupeptin, 2 µg/ml 
pepstatin A, 1 mM Na3VO4, and 1 mM NaF). This homogenate was sonicated five to 
eight times for 10 s each, using a Microson ultrasonic cell disruptor at a setting of 4-5, 
and then centrifuged at 20,000 X g for 10 mins. The supernatant was collected and 
protein concentration was determined by the Coomassie-based Bradford Assay. Three 
hundred nanograms of total protein for each genotype were loaded in each lane. Soluble 
protein extracts were separated on 5% polyacrylamide electrophoresis gels, transferred 
to supported nitrocellulose membranes (MSI) and incubated with GP50 anti-CLK 
(1:4000), pre-absorbed rabbit anti-PER (1:65,000, a gift from Michael Rosbash), rat anti-
TIM (1:1000, a gift from Amita Sehgal, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA), 
or anti-β-ACTIN (1:5000; Sigma-Aldrich) antibodies. Goat anti-rabbit, anti-guinea-pig, 
anti-rat, and anti-mouse conjugated to horseradish peroxidase were used at a 1:2000 
dilution (Jackson Immunoresearch) as secondary antibodies. Chemiluminescent 
detection was used to develop the reaction using ECL plus (GE Healthcare) reagent. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CHARACTERIZING CRYPTOCHROME EXPRESSION AND FUNCTION IN 
PERIPHERAL TISSUES OF Drosophila melanogaster 
 
Background 
Circadian (~24 h) clocks regulate daily cycles in gene expression to control overt 
rhythms in physiology, metabolism and behavior. In Drosophila, rhythmic gene 
expression is activated by CLOCK-CYCLE (CLK-CYC) complexes, repressed by 
PERIOD-TIMELESS (PER-TIM) complexes, and synchronized to light:dark (LD) 
cycles primarily by the blue light photoreceptor CRYPTOCHROME (CRY). Upon 
detection of light, CRY binds TIM and promotes its light-dependent degradation, thus 
entraining the molecular clockwork to LD cycles. Furthermore, CRY alters K
+
 channel 
conductance in a subset of Drosophila pacemaker neurons, the lLNvs, in response to 
light, thereby affecting neuronal and behavioral excitability.  
CRY proteins also have light-independent transcriptional functions in many 
animals and, like other canonical clock proteins, CRY may play non-circadian roles. 
Although CRY expression has been characterized in brain neurons of Drosophila, it 
remains unclear which CRY functions extend to peripheral clock and non-clock tissues. 
To address these questions, I first showed that an N-terminally GFP-tagged-cry 
transgene rescues light-induced phase resetting in the cry
03
 null mutant flies, 
demonstrating that GFP-CRY protein functions similar to wild-type CRY with respect to 
behavioral rhythms. Immunostaining with anti-GFP reveals the expected GFP-CRY 
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expression pattern in the brain, and GFP-CRY promotes light-dependent TIM 
degradation in a model peripheral tissue containing clocks, the Malpighian tubules 
(MTs). Using larval salivary glands, which lack a functional circadian clock and are 
amenable to electrophysiological recording, I found that CRY regulates cell membrane 
physiology; membrane input resistance (Ri) in cry
03
 null mutant glands decreased 
significantly compared to the wild-type, and was rescued by the GFP-cry transgene. The 
impact of CRY on the membrane properties of these non-excitable cells is light-
independent and is likely mediated by K
+
 channels. In support of a role for these ion 
channels in CRY function, salivary gland cells of transheterozygous cry and K
+
 channel 
subunit mutants show decreased Ri similar to that of homozygous cry or K
+
 channel 
subunit mutants. These findings for the first time define the expression profile of CRY in 
the peripheral tissues and reveal that CRY protein is required for light-independent, cell-
autonomous and K
+
 channel-dependent changes in membrane function in peripheral 
tissues devoid of a canonical circadian clock. 
 
Results 
Since CRY is proposed to act as a circadian photoreceptor and is required for oscillator 
function in many peripheral tissues, I anticipated that CRY protein should be expressed 
in all peripheral clock tissues. Several methods have been used previously to analyze cry 
spatial expression primarily in the brains of adult flies. However, these results vary 
depending on the genetic and immunological reagents used (Egan et al., 1999; Emery et 
al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2003; Klarsfeld et al., 2004; Yoshii et al., and Benito et al., 2008). 
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Nonetheless, a common theme emerges from these results; CRY is only expressed in a 
subset of brain pacemaker neurons, which suggests that pacemaker neurons lacking 
CRY are indirectly entrained to light. The loss of circadian oscillator function and/or 
synchrony in peripheral tissues of cry
b 
flies implies that CRY is expressed in these 
tissues, yet CRY expression has not been directly assessed in Drosophila peripheral 
tissues. Furthermore, since CRY may function to control oscillator function in some of 
these tissues by rhythmically repressing CLK-CYC activity in the nucleus (Collins et al., 
2006), it is possible that rhythms in CRY nuclear translocation could also occur in the 
peripheral clocks. Therefore, I sought to characterize the spatial and subcellular 
localization of CRY protein in Drosophila peripheral tissues during the circadian cycle.  
To detect CRY expression with high sensitivity, a BAC transgene was generated 
that expresses an N-terminal GFP-tagged cry (see Methods). As expected, the GFP-cry 
transgene in cry
03
 null mutant background had a wild-type period of ~24 h in constant 
darkness (DD) (Table 7 and Fig. 17), demonstrating that the GFP-CRY fusion protein 
has no impact on oscillator function in pacemaker neurons. CRY plays a prominent role 
in behavioral photoresponses and photosensitivity; in response to brief light pulses, wild-
type flies manifest phase delays during the early night (ZT15) and phase advances late at 
night (ZT21), but light-dependent phase shifts are not seen in cry mutants (Stanewsky et 
al., 1998; Emery et al., 1998 and 2000; Dolezelova et al., 2007). Flies containing the 
GFP-cry transgene in cry
03
 mutant background showed phase shifts with bright light 
pulse both in the delay zone, at ZT15, and the advance zone, at ZT21, consistent with the 
wild-type CRY function in clock-resetting (Table 7 and Fig. 17). Furthermore, constant 
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light (LL) results in intensity dependent arrhythmia in wild-type Drosophila, whereas 
cry
03
 flies remain robustly rhythmic (Table 7; Emery et al., 2000). As in wild-type flies, 
activity rhythms in GFP-cry;cry
03
 transgenic flies were abolished in LL, demonstrating  
that GFP-CRY functions similarly to CRY in wild-type flies.  
 
 
Table 7: GFP-cry transgenic flies rescue behavioral arrhythmicity of cry03 null mutants in 
LL. Analysis of activity rhythms in DD, LL and fly genotypes are as described in 
Methods. 
 
Genotype Total % Rhythmic Period ± SEM 
w
1118
;+;+ 9 78 23.64 ± 0.13 
w
1118
;+;cry
03
 11 82 24.41 ± 0.13 
w
1118
;GFP-cry;cry
03
 15 93 23.32 ± 0.06 
w
1118
;+;+ (LL) 13 0 n.a. 
w
1118
;+;cry
03 
(LL) 13 92 24.88 ± 0.24 
w
1118
;GFP-cry;cry
03 
(LL) 12 0 n.a. 
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Figure 17: GFP-cry transgenic flies rescue light induced phase shifts of cry03 null mutants. 
Representative double-plotted actograms for average of total number of flies of each 
genotype are shown. White boxes, lights-on period; black boxes, lights-off period; vertical 
bars, fly activity. The height of vertical bars indicates relative level of activity. 
 
 
Localization of GFP-CRY in the brain and peripheral tissues 
To determine the subcellular localization of GFP-CRY, brains from GFP-cry;cry
03
 flies 
were visualized by confocal microscopy. GFP-CRY was detected in all clock brain 
neurons previously identified via CRY antibody staining including the small LNvs 
(sLNvs), large LNvs (lLNvs), and a subset of LNds and DN1s. No staining was detected in 
DN2s, DN3s and the LPNs, as previously reported (Fig. 18A; Yoshii et al., and Benito et 
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al., 2008). In a majority of the CRY positive cells, some immunofluorescent signal was 
distributed throughout the cytoplasm, but most of the signal was detected in the nucleus 
and perinuclear region starting ZT16 (Fig. 18A). Previous studies show that CRY is 
degraded in response to light and accumulates to high levels in the dark (Emery et al., 
1998; Yoshii et al., 2008). Consistent with this observation, Western blot analysis of 
GFP-CRY protein showed rhythmicity in response to LD cycles in GFP-cry;cry
03
 
transgenic fly brains, and accumulation to constant high levels under constant dark 
conditions (Fig. 18B). Similarly, when flies were reared in DD, CRY immunoreactivity 
was constantly high in all the expected cells; and was also detected in some projections 
and additional non-clock cells (ellipsoid body neurons) along with faint expression in 
some DN3s (Fig. 18A). No labeling was observed in the clock neurons, in the ellipsoid 
body neurons, or in the projections of cry
03
 mutant brains reared in LD or DD (data not 
shown), demonstrating the specificity of GFP immunostaining.   
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Figure 18: GFP-CRY is rhythmically expressed in the adult fly brains, Malpighian tubules 
and head extracts in an LD cycle but accumulates in DD. A. Brains and MTs dissected 
from adult flies collected during a circadian cycle were immunostained with GFP antisera 
and imaged by confocal microscopy. B. Western blots of head extracts from w1118;GFP-
cry;cry03 flies, probed with GFP and actin antisera. 
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Figure 18 Continued 
 
A previous study shows that CRY is expressed in the compound eyes (Yoshii et 
al., 2008), but CRY expression has not been characterized in other fly peripheral tissues. 
I used the GFP-cry transgene to assess CRY expression in the peripheral tissues, with a 
focus on MTs as a representative peripheral tissue. As seen in brain pacemaker neurons, 
GFP-CRY staining was observed in both the nucleus and cytoplasm, but staining in the 
nucleus appeared to be stronger than in the cytoplasm at peak time points in the adult 
MTs (Fig. 18A). The expression profile of GFP-CRY in the LD cycle in the MTs 
indicates CRY is low during the day and high during the night (Fig. 18A), implying a 
light-dependent degradation of CRY even in the peripheral tissues. Moreover, GFP-CRY 
immunoreactivity in MTs during DD showed no obvious cycling of CRY protein (Fig. 
18A). Hence, the GFP-cry transgene is expressed in all the expected brain pacemaker 
neurons, in the MTs, and in other clock-containing peripheral tissues (e.g. the fat body, 
antennae, and intestine; data not shown). 
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Loss of TIM responsiveness to light in Malpighian tubules of cry
03 
mutants  
To investigate whether CRY mediates TIM degradation in response to light in peripheral 
tissues, I monitored levels of TIM and PER in whole-mount preparations of MTs from 
cry
03
 and GFP-cry;cry
03
 flies collected during the night (ZT14 for PER and ZT22 for 
TIM) and during the day (ZT2 for PER and ZT10 for TIM). In GFP-cry;cry
03
 rescue 
controls, high PER (ZT2) and TIM (ZT22) staining could be detected during the peak 
times (Fig. 19) compared to the trough, reflecting rhythmic PER and TIM expression in 
this peripheral tissue. However, the cry
03
 mutation abolished fluctuations of PER and 
TIM immunoreactivity in MTs (Fig. 19), similar to what has been observed in cry
b
 
mutant flies (Ivachenko et al., and Krishnan et al., 2001).  
 
 
Figure 19: CRY is required for oscillator function in adult fly Malpighian tubules. MTs 
dissected from adult w1118;GFP-cry;cry03 and w1118;+;cry03 flies collected at the indicated 
time points during a circadian cycle were immunostained with PER or TIM antisera and 
imaged by confocal microscopy. 
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Figure 19 Continued 
 
I further investigated whether GFP-CRY mediated light-dependent TIM 
degradation in MTs. I exposed GFP-cry;cry
03
 transgenic flies and cry
03
 mutant flies to 60 
min in light pulses and assessed GFP and TIM levels by co-immunostaining at the end of 
the light exposure, which corresponded to ZT16 and ZT22 respectively. Like brain 
pacemaker neurons in wild-type flies, GFP-CRY and TIM are degraded in MTs from 
light-treated GFP-cry;cry
03
 at both times of day (Fig. 20A-R). In contrast, control (non-
light-treated) GFP-cry;cry
03
 flies and cry
03
 flies showed TIM staining in the nuclei of 
LNv (data not shown) and MT cells at ZT16 (Fig. 20A-I) and ZT22 (Fig. 20J-R). These 
observations demonstrate that GFP-cry;cry
03
 transgenic flies rescue light-dependent 
CRY mediated TIM degradation in peripheral tissues. The absence of TIM degradation 
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in cry
03
 flies is consistent with previous work showing that light doesn’t cause TIM 
degradation in the cry
b
 mutant (Ivachenko et al., 2001). 
 
 
 
Figure 20: CRY in MTs is photo-responsive and triggers light-dependent TIM 
degradation. A. MTs dissected from adult flies collected after the indicated light exposure 
regime, were immunostained with GFP and TIM antisera and imaged by confocal 
microscopy. Other details are as described in the text. B. Light dependent interaction 
between GFP-CRY and TIM in fly bodies. CRY complexes pulled down using GFP-
nanobodies from w1118;GFP-cry;cry03 fly bodies and then probed with GFP and TIM 
antisera for Western blot analysis. Other details are as described in the text and Methods. 
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Figure 20 Continued 
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Light promotes CRY and TIM interaction in peripheral tissues 
To determine whether GFP-CRY functions as a circadian photoreceptor and/or a 
transcriptional regulator in peripheral tissues from Drosophila, I performed co-
immunoprecipitation assays to identify proteins that interact with CRY using GFP 
nanobodies to immunoprecipitate GFP-CRY complexes. Antibodies against CLK, PER, 
and TIM were used to probe Western blots containing adult MT extracts from GFP-cry 
transgenic flies and control GFP flies (data not shown) collected at ZT0.5 and 30 mins 
after lights would have turned on during day one in constant darkness, or Circadian Time 
0.5 (CT0.5). These time points were selected to detect any light dependent CRY 
interactions with other clock proteins when transcriptional repression is expected to be 
high. Neither CLK nor PER was pulled down with GFP-CRY at either time point (data 
not shown), whereas TIM showed a light dependent interaction with GFP-CRY at ZT0.5 
(Fig. 20B). These results demonstrate that light induces CRY-TIM interactions in fly 
bodies, but no interactions between CRY and PER or CLK occur. It is difficult to 
distinguish if lack of interaction between GFP-CRY and PER or CLK proteins is due to 
technical difficulties (e.g. transient or weak interactions) or if CRY is simply not acting 
as a transcriptional repressor in fly peripheral tissues. 
 
Passive membrane properties of non-clock peripheral tissues are altered in CRY mutants 
Previous studies demonstrate that lLNvs mediate light-driven arousal behavior (Shang et 
al., 2008; Sheeba et al., 2010). Light stimulated arousal is dependent on CRY, which 
responds to light by initiating a rapid K
+
 channel dependent increase in the firing rate of 
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lLNvs and even non-clock neurons (Fogle et al., 2011). To investigate a role for CRY in 
controlling passive membrane properties in a non-excitable Drosophila peripheral tissue, 
I measured resting membrane potential (RMP) and input resistance (Ri) in larval salivary 
glands (Versalis et al., 1991). Although larval salivary glands express CRY (Fig. 21), 
this tissue lacks circadian clock function (data not shown).  
 
 
Figure 21: GFP-CRY is expressed in the larval salivary glands. Salivary glands dissected 
from w1118;GFP-cry;cry03 and w1118;+;cry03 L3 larvae, collected at the indicated time point 
during an LD cycle, were immunostained with GFP antisera and imaged by confocal 
microscopy. 
 
 
Using wild-type, transgenic GFP-cry;cry
03
 and cry
03
strains that had been 
entrained in LD cycles, I observed an RMP of similar magnitude in each genotype, 
suggesting CRY does not affect the RMP of larval salivary gland cells (Fig. 22A). 
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However, upon injection of hyper-polarizing current, the input resistance in cry
03
 
salivary glands was significantly reduced compared to the wild-type and GFP-cry;cry
03 
rescue controls (Fig. 22A). Next, to determine if this impact on membrane physiology by 
CRY is light-dependent, I tested electrophysiological responses of these tissues right 
before lights off (when CRY is expected to be degraded) and on day one of constant 
darkness (at CT0.5) after LD entrainment (when CRY levels are expected to be high). I 
found that the RMP and Ri did not differ between wild-type and GFP-cry;cry
03
 rescue 
controls in either light condition (Fig. 22B). However, cry
03
 mutants still exhibited 
significantly reduced Ri, indicating that this CRY mediated effect on membrane 
resistance is independent of time of day or light (Fig. 22 A and B). To further validate a 
light-independent function for CRY in the larval salivary gland, both RMP and Ri were 
recorded from the same genotypes under dark conditions in response to high intensity 
white light pulse exposure (450 to 700 nm). Consistent with the results in the light 
during LD cycles, the Ri did not significantly decrease in the CRY/GFP-CRY expressing 
genotypes in response to an acute light pulse. Thus, CRY is required to maintain 
membrane physiology in non-clock containing larval salivary glands in a time of day and 
light-independent manner. 
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Figure 22: A and B. Cry mutants show a decrease in input resistance (Ri) of the larval 
salivary gland cells in a time of day (A) and light (B) independent manner. IR, Input 
Resistance; Mean ΔV, Mean change in voltage; ΔI, Change in current; error bars, standard 
error of the mean; ZT, Zeitgeber Time; and CT, Circadian Time. Other details are as 
described in the text and Methods. 
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CRY mediated differences in Ri are attenuated in K
+
 channel mutants 
Acute pharmacological block of K
+
 channel currents eliminates the CRY mediated lLNv 
light responses (Fogle et al., 2011). ETHER-A-GOGO (EAG) family K
+
 channels 
regulate membrane resting potential and action potential repolarization, whereas 
SHAKER-type (SH) K
+
 channels, which also co-assemble with HYPERKINETIC (HK), 
have very little effect on membrane resting potential, but regulate firing rate subject to 
rapid inactivation that contributes to cumulative inactivation (Peng and Wu, 2007). As 
K
+
 channel signaling appears to be important for the CRY mediated neuronal responses, 
I tested whether EAG and SH K
+
 channels, along with their co-assembled regulatory 
subunit HK, contributed to CRY mediated light-independent changes in Ri of larval 
salivary gland cells. RMP and Ri in salivary gland cells of Hk Kvß subunit (Hk
1
 and 
Hk
2
), Sh (Sh
5
) and eag (eag amorphic) K
+
 channel mutants were recorded at ZT0.5 in an 
LD cycle. As previously observed, baseline RMP was comparable for all genotypes 
tested, with a small but significant, decrease in values for Sh
5 
and eag amorphic mutants 
(Fig. 23A). However, as observed for cry
03
 mutants, the membrane electrophysiological 
response to injected hyperpolarizing current in all of the K
+
 channel mutant flies was 
significantly lower than GFP-cry;cry
03
 controls (Fig. 23A). Furthermore, to test if this 
attenuated Ri response in K
+
 channel mutants was in fact acting through CRY, I 
generated transheterozygotes of different K
+
 channel mutants and cry
03
. Amazingly, 
these transheterozygous mutants showed a significantly lower Ri that was comparable to 
the Ri response observed for the individual homozygous mutants, but significantly lower 
than their respective heterozygous single mutant controls (Fig. 23B). This result suggests 
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that there is a strong genetic interaction between CRY and these K
+
 channel subunits, 
which may act together to control membrane responses in larval salivary gland cells. In 
addition, mutants that eliminate any of these single components (i.e. cry or Hk) thus 
reducing Ri, can be rescued by salivary gland-restricted expression of their respective 
wild-type genes (Fig. 24), further demonstrating a cell-autonomous role for CRY and 
HK on larval salivary gland membrane responses.  
 
 
 
Figure 23: CRY mediates changes in Ri of salivary gland cells in collaboration with K+ 
channel subunits. A. K+ channel mutants show a decrease in Ri of the gland cells 
comparable to cry03. B. CRY is required to bring about changes in membrane potential of 
the peripheral tissues through K+ Channels. Other details are as described in text, Fig. 22 
and Methods. 
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Figure 23 Continued 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24: Salivary gland-restricted expression of the wild-type copy of cry and Hk, both 
rescue the null mutant phenotype in Ri suggesting a cell-autonomous role for CRY and 
HK in mediating the membrane responses. Other details are as described in text, Fig. 22 
and Methods. 
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Conclusions 
The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, is a powerful system for elucidating the 
molecular mechanisms that underlie circadian rhythms. The circadian clock of 
Drosophila, like that of other animals, is exquisitely sensitive to changes in the 
environment that impart time-of-day cues, such as temperature changes and light. 
Specific wavelengths of light act directly on the clock, primarily through CRY, a blue-
light photoreceptor. CRY activation causes rapid TIM degradation (Ceriani et al., 1999; 
Koh et al., 2006), which resets the clock on a daily basis at dawn and on an acute basis 
following a light pulse during the night hours. In the absence of cry, clocks in the LNvs 
can still be entrained by photic input through the visual system (Helfrich-Forster et al., 
2001; Ashmore and Sehgal, 2003). 
Studies employing different strategies to characterize CRY expression pattern in 
the fly brain have produced variable results. However, these studies all show that CRY is 
expressed in multiple groups of pacemaker neurons (Egan et al., 1999; Emery et al., 
2000; Zhao et al., 2003; Klarsfeld et al., 2004; Yoshii et al., and Benito et al., 2008). 
Therefore, to more sensitively characterize the expression and function of CRY in 
Drosophila peripheral tissues, an N-terminally tagged GFP-cry transgene was generated. 
I show that GFP-cry eliminates LL behavioral rhythms seen in cry
03
 mutants (Fig. 17), 
and reveals CRY protein expression in all fly brain neurons except some DN1s and LNds, 
and all DN2s, DN3s and LPNs (Fig. 18). Lack of CRY expression in the DN2s is 
supported by the absence of cryGal4 driven labeling of these cells, and by the 
remarkable reversal of the phase of their PER cycling when they are forced to express 
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CRY (Klarsfeld et al., 2004). Consistent with previous studies, in the CRY-positive 
pacemaker neurons, CRY was similarly labeled in both the cytoplasm and nucleus, and 
accumulated to high levels when the flies were kept in constant darkness. The presence 
of CRY in the nucleus is consistent with the idea that CRY may play a role in the 
molecular clockwork under certain conditions, as well as with a role for CRY in 
photoreception. The synchronization of the clock by LD cycles implies that TIM is 
degraded every morning by sunrise. At that time, TIM is in the nucleus, and a direct 
interaction of CRY with TIM is possible only if CRY is also nuclear. DD staining also 
reveals that CRY accumulates in some axonal and dendritic projections and non-clock 
cells (Fig. 18). The presence of CRY in neurites provides another potential level of CRY 
function and regulation and suggests that it may interact with proteins other than TIM.  
Peripheral clocks in MTs, antennae, legs, and wings maintain cell-autonomous 
molecular rhythms for days in cell culture (Hall, 2003; Bell-Pedersen et al., 2005; Shafer 
et al., 2006). Discovery of eye-independent light-entrainable peripheral oscillators, made 
it clear that there are extraocular photoreceptors in Drosophila. Indeed, these clocks, 
when isolated, can be entrained by light, indicating presence of CRY protein within 
these tissues themselves. Given the likely cell-autonomous nature and strong light-
dependence of peripheral clocks in Drosophila, I expected that CRY expression and 
function must also be cell-autonomous. Consistent with this notion, cry mRNA is 
abundant and present in fly bodies as well as in many fly head tissues (Emery et al., 
1998). To further address CRY expression in peripheral tissues, I carried out a detailed 
characterization of CRY expression in the MTs of Drosophila, using the GFP-cry 
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transgene, and show for the first time that CRY is expressed in a light-dependent manner 
in the peripheral tissue of adult flies with a noticeable enrichment in the nucleus (Fig. 
18).  
Study of the cry
b
 mutation has revealed that CRY is required for clock function 
in some peripheral oscillators (Krishnan et al., 2001; Levine et al., 2002). It is possible 
that CRY serves as a transcriptional repressor of CLK-CYC activity in some peripheral 
tissues (Collins et al., 2006), and thus plays a role similar to that of CRY in the 
mammalian circadian clock. Another study suggests that photoreception is not the only 
function of CRY in the clock neurons; CRY also appears to be involved in the 
maintenance of central clock function at extreme temperatures in pacemaker neurons 
(Dolezelova et al., 2007). Although CRY and PER seem to function together to repress 
CLK-BMAL activity in the mammalian system, my co-IP results suggest that CRY 
doesn’t interact with PER and/or CLK proteins in Drosophila bodies. Drosophila CRY-
PER interactions have been detected in yeast, but CRY and PER appear to interact only 
via TIM in vivo (Rosato et al., 2001). Furthermore, PER continues to repress CLK/CYC 
activity in vivo during the first half of the day, presumably after CRY has been degraded 
by light. Despite a lack of interaction between CRY and other clock proteins in fly 
bodies, CRY is necessary for circadian oscillator function in peripheral tissues. 
I further demonstrate that entrainment of clock cells in the central brain and 
peripheral tissues, by short light pulses, is mediated by a common photoreceptive 
pathway that is disrupted by the cry
03 
mutation. This pathway induces rapid degradation 
of TIM in brain clock cells and in epithelial MT clock cells of transgenic rescued flies 
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exposed to light (Fig. 20A). In cry
03
 mutants, short pulses of light that disrupt the dark 
phase of the LD cycle fail to induce degradation of TIM in both types of cells (Fig. 20A) 
implying that in the periphery, CRY is absolutely required for light-dependent TIM 
degradation (Fig. 3) implying that in the periphery, CRY is absolutely required for light-
dependent TIM degradation. Moreover, I show a direct CRY-TIM interaction in the fly 
body that is also light-dependent (Fig. 20B). This result further indicates that CRY 
mediates degradation of TIM induced by short light pulses in both clock cell types.  
If CRY is not acting as a transcriptional repressor, then what is the function of 
CRY in the fly peripheral tissues? To address this question, I investigated whether CRY 
is involved in regulating membrane function. I used larval salivary glands, which lack a 
functional circadian clock and are amenable to electrophysiological recordings as our 
model tissue, and show that GFP-CRY is expressed in these cells with staining mainly in 
the nucleus (Fig. 21). Since most peripheral tissues are non-excitable in nature, I looked 
at the impact of CRY on passive membrane properties. Excitingly, I found a role for 
CRY in the regulation of cell membrane physiology in larval salivary gland cells, where 
membrane Ri in cry
03
 null mutants decreased significantly compared to the wild-type 
controls and GFP-cry;cry
03 
rescue flies (Fig. 22A). This decrease in Ri of cry
03
 null 
mutant cells implies that more current is required to alter the membrane changes in cells 
lacking CRY. Unexpectedly, CRY effects on the membrane properties of these non-
excitable cells were also found to be light-independent (Fig. 22B), and potentially 
mediated by K
+
 channels (Fig. 23A). Indeed, salivary gland cells of transheterozygous 
mutants for cry and K
+
 channel subunits show decreased Ri similar to that of 
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homozygous cry or K
+
 channel subunit mutants (Fig. 23B), supporting a role for these 
membrane ion channels in regulating passive membrane physiology through CRY. 
Additionally, the disruption of the CRY mediated membrane response in cry or Hk 
mutants is functionally rescued by salivary gland-restricted expression of their wild-type 
genes in the null backgrounds (Fig. 24). Thus, CRY, a multi-functional protein, seems to 
regulate ion channels and cell membrane physiological properties in a cell type-specific 
fashion. These findings for the first time not only define the expression profile of CRY 
in peripheral tissues, but also reveal that CRY protein is required for K
+
 channel-
dependent changes in membrane function that are light-independent, cell-autonomous 
and present in peripheral tissues devoid of a canonical circadian clock. 
 
Methods 
Fly strains 
The following Drosophila strains were used in this study: w
1118
, w
1118
; 
Cyo/Sco;TM2/TM6B, w
1118
;timGal4, w
1118
;P{GMR16H06-GAL4}attP2 (BDSC), 
w
1118
;GFP-cry;cry
03
, w
1118
;;cry
03
, cry
b
, UAS-cry (a gift from Patrick Emery), UAS-
HkRNAi, UAS-Hk-wt, eag amorphic mutant (a gift from Todd Holmes), Hk
1
, Hk
2
, and 
Sh
5
 (BDSC). Flies were reared on standard cornmeal/agar medium supplemented with 
yeast and kept in 12:12 LD cycles at 25°C. The GFP-cry transgene generated and cry
03
 
strains were backcrossed seven times to w
1118
 to minimize effects due to differences in 
genetic background. 
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Generating the GFP-cry transgene 
An N-terminal eGFP tagged cryptochrome transgene (GFP-cry) was constructed via 
recombineering. Phusion DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs) was used to amplify 
the eGFP-LoxP-kanamycin cassette from plasmid PL-452 N-eGFP (Addgene) using 
primer Cry-L 
(5′actgggattcgggagatttttgaagcccaaaagcagggaactcctcactgatgATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGA
GGAG-3′), which contains 53 nts of Cry sequence upstream of the translation start 
(lowercase) and the first 21 nts of the GFP translated sequence (uppercase), and Cry-R 
(5′ 
tggaggcgcaatccatggcgaaaccaaatcacattcgcccctcgcgtggcACTAGTGGATCCCCTCGAGG
GAC-3′), which contains 50 nts from Cry exon 1 (lowercase) and 23 nts from the 3′ end 
of the eGFP cassette (uppercase). This PCR reaction was ran at TM 54°C for 25 cycles, 
treated with DpnI enzyme and purified. This fragment was used to transform SW102 
cells harboring the BAC clone CH322–118M12 (BAC-PAC Resources Center), which 
contains the Cry genomic region 20.636 kb, and recombinants containing the eGFP-
LoxP-kanamycin cassette inserted into Cry were selected on plates containing 
kanamycin. The kanamycin gene was removed by inducing recombination at the LoxP 
sites (Venken et al., 2008, 2009), resulting in the chloramphenicol-resistant GFP-Cry 
p(ACMAN) clone. GFP-Cry was amplified in EPI 300 cells (Epicenter), and sequenced 
to confirm the N-terminal GFP-CRY fusion. The GFP-Cry transgene was inserted into 
attP40 on chromosome 2 via PhiC31-mediated transgenesis. 
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Drosophila activity monitoring and behavior analysis 
One to three day old male flies were entrained for three days in 12:12 LD cycle and 
transferred to constant conditions of darkness (DD) or light (LL) for seven days at 25°C. 
To cause a phase shift, flies were subjected to a 15 min bright light pulse on day one of 
constant darkness either at CT15 or CT21. Locomotor activity was monitored using the 
Drosophila Activity Monitor (DAM) system (Trikinetics). Analyses of period, power 
and rhythm strength during DD was carried out using ClockLab (Actimetrics) software 
as previously described. 
 
Immunohistochemistry 
Antibody staining of larval CNSs, salivary glands; and adult fly brains and Malpighian 
tubules was carried out as previously described (Houl et al., 2008). Briefly, larval and 
adult tissues were dissected in 1XPBS and fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde in 1X PBS at 
room temperature (RT) for 15 mins. Samples were then washed and incubated with 
blocking solution containing 1X PBS, 5% BSA, 5% Goat serum (5% Donkey serum for 
primary antibodies raised in goat), 0.03% sodium deoxycholate, and 0.03% Triton-X100 
at RT for 1 h followed by primary antibodies (overnight, ON at 4°C) in blocking 
solution. Primary antibodies and their dilutions used were as follows: guinea pig anti-
CLK GP50 1:3,000 (Houl et al., 2008), goat anti-CLK dC-17 (Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Inc) 1:100, rabbit anti-GFP ab6556 (Abcam) 1:1000, rabbit anti-GFP 
ab290 (Abcam) 1:2000, guinea pig anti-CRY GP23 1:1000, pre-absorbed rabbit anti-
PER (a gift from Michael Rosbash, Brandeis University) 1:15,000, and rat anti-TIM (a 
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gift from Amita Sehgal, University of Pennsylvania) 1:1000. For detection of primary 
antisera, the following secondary antibodies were used at a dilution of 1:200 (incubated 
ON at 4°C) in blocking solution: goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 (Molecular Probes), donkey 
anti-rabbit Alexa 647 (Molecular Probes), goat anti-guinea pig Cy-3 (Jackson 
ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.), goat anti-guinea pig Alexa 488 (Molecular 
Probes), donkey anti-guinea pig Alexa 488 (Molecular Probes), goat anti-rabbit 
Alexa647 (Molecular Probes), donkey anti-goat Alexa 488 (Molecular Probes) and goat 
anti-rat Cy-5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.). Brains were then mounted 
in Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories, CA) for imaging. Imaging using 
an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope (Olympus America Inc., Waltham, MA) was 
carried out as previously described (Agrawal and Hardin, 2016). For each genotype and 
developmental stage, images were acquired using the same settings (power, gain, offset) 
at the same time. Entrained L3 larvae or one to five day old adults were used for 
dissection. 
 
Western blot analysis 
For preparing protein extract from adult fly heads, flies were entrained in a 12:12 LD 
cycle for at least three days and collected at ZT2 (Zeitgeber Time 2, where ZT0 is lights-
on and ZT12 is lights-off), ZT6, ZT10, ZT14, ZT18 and ZT22 on day four of LD cycle. 
Lysis was performed in radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (20 mM Tris at 
pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.05 mM EGTA, 10% glycerol, 1% Triton X-100, 
0.4% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS [sodium dodecyl sulfate]) containing protease 
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inhibitor mixture (0.5 mM PMSF [phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride], 10 µg/ml aprotinin, 
10 µg/ml leupeptin, 2 µg/ml pepstatin A, 1 mM Na3VO4, and 1 mM NaF). This 
homogenate was sonicated 5-8 times for 10 s each, using a Microson ultrasonic cell 
disruptor at a setting of 4-5 and then centrifuged at 20,000 g for 10 mins. The 
supernatant was collected and protein concentration was determined by the Coomassie-
based Bradford Assay. 300 ng of total protein for each genotype was loaded in each lane. 
Soluble protein extracts were separated on 5% polyacrylamide electrophoresis gels, 
transferred to supported nitrocellulose membranes (MSI, Westboro, MA) and incubated 
with ab6556 (Abcam) anti-GFP (1:1000) or anti-beta-ACTIN (1:5000; Sigma) 
antibodies. Goat anti-rabbit and anti-mouse conjugated to horseradish peroxidase were 
employed at a 1:2000 dilution (Jackson Immunoresearch) as secondary antibodies. 
Chemiluminescent detection was used to develop the reaction using ECL plus 
(Amersham) reagent. 
 
Co-immunoprecipitation 
For co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) assays, protein extracts were prepared as described 
above. Briefly, frozen fly bodies collected at ZT0.5 and CT0.5 were homogenized and 
sonicated in RIPA buffer; centrifuged at 20,000 g for 10 mins, and the supernatant was 
collected as protein extract. GFP-CRY complexes were immunoprecipitated from 
protein extracts using GFP-nanobeads at 4°C/Over Night (ON) and then washing the 
beads three times with RIPA buffer. The immunoprecipitates were eluted by boiling the 
beads in 15 μl of 2X dilution buffer and then samples were run in parallel with 300 ng of 
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initial RIPA extracts (before binding to the nanobeads) as input. The resulting gel was 
used to prepare western blots, that were probed with GFP, CLK, PER, and TIM 
antibodies. Immunoblots were processed as described previously for Western blotting 
using GP50 anti-CLK (1:4000), pre-absorbed rabbit anti-PER, rat anti-TIM, or ab6556 
anti-GFP (1:1000) antibodies. 
 
Electrophysiology of larval passive membrane properties 
The electrophysiology of salivary gland cells has a long history (Lundberg, 1955), in 
both vertebrates (Nishiyama and Peterson, 1974) and invertebrates (Wuttke and Berry, 
1992). Larval salivary glands of Drosophila have been a model preparation for studies of 
membrane channels (Versalis et al., 1991) and were used in this study. Single-cell 
resting membrane potential (RMP) and input resistance (Ri) recordings were performed 
as previously described (Achee and Zoran, 1997). Briefly, shape electrode, current 
clamp recordings were carried out at the indicated ZT/CT time points on salivary glands 
dissected from L3 larvae of the appropriate genotype raised at 25
o
C. Dissections were 
carried out as previously described using 1X PBS and recording in the dark were made 
possible with a red filter that allowed cut-off of less than 600 nm. The tissue was 
observed under 100X magnification that allowed individual cells to be resolved enough 
for penetration using a dissecting microscope (Olympus). Potential differences were 
recorded with glass electrodes (borosilicate; FHC) filled with 3 M KCl with tip 
resistance values of 8-20 MW. Current-clamp recordings of neuronal membrane 
potentials were amplified using a bridge-balanced electrometer (DP 301, Warner 
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Instruments), and recordings were digitized using a PowerLab A/D converter 
(ADInstruments). Neuronal input resistance and excitability were measured by injecting 
constant amplitude current pulses generated by a stimulator (Grass). Intracellular 
recording were performed in a petri-dish containing fly recording media (a mix of 50% 
Schneider’s Drosophila medium [Caisson Labs] and 50% Diluting saline [NaCl 36 
mmol, KCl 21 mmol, MgCl2 15 mmol, CaCal2 5 mmol, NaHCO3 4.8 mmol, NaH2PO4 2 
mmol, Glucose 11.1 mmol, and Hepes 15 mmol; pH 6.5]; Blumenthal, 2001). A 
minimum of 3 cell recordings from at least six different animals were analyzed for each 
genotype per time point. The RMP and Ri values were measured using LabChart 
software (ADInstruments). Statistical significance with respect to pairwise comparison 
was calculated using Student’s t-test using unequal variances, and multiple means were 
compared by one-way ANOVA followed by Student’s t-test for post-hoc analysis.  
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
 
Identification and analysis of candidate clock phosphatases 
In animals ranging from Drosophila to humans, an autoregulatory feedback loop in gene 
expression drives the circadian timekeeping mechanism (Bell-Pedersen et al., 2005). 
Growing evidence suggests that normal progression through the feedback loop 
mechanism is dependent on integrating posttranslational regulatory pathways, most 
notably time-of-day-specific phosphorylation events that generate dynamic changes in 
clock protein stability, localization and/or activity (Edery et al., 1999; Harms et al., 
2004; Mehra et al., 2009; Weber et al., 2011). However, the role these modifications 
play in regulating the circadian timekeeping mechanism is only partially understood for 
a few key clock components. Hence, my primary goal was to determine how 
dephosphorylation of clock components regulates rhythmic transcription within the 
autoregulatory feedback loop that keeps circadian time in flies. 
To achieve this goal, I focused my efforts on identifying candidate phosphatases 
that regulate clock protein phosphorylation in Drosophila. Given that a core group of 
conserved clock proteins from animals are regulated via phosphorylation, what we learn 
about clock protein phosphorylation in Drosophila will likely be relevant to clock 
function in other organisms including mammals. My screen to identify clock 
phosphatases could therefore provide fundamental insight into our understanding of the 
contribution of phosphorylation events in the molecular clock mechanism. The candidate 
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phosphatases identified will help us determine how clock protein dephosphorylation 
controls transcriptional rhythms required for circadian timekeeping in flies. Moreover, 
the candidate phosphatases identified here could represent potential genetic links to 
clock associated disorders in humans and novel targets for the development of drugs to 
treat such disorders. 
Clock cell-specific RNAi knockdown of ~100 phosphatases, representing all 
annotated Drosophila phosphatases or phosphatase regulators available at the time, 
identified a total of 22 candidates that disrupted circadian activity rhythms (Table 1). 
Three of the candidates identified were phosphatase inhibitors/ regulators or 
nucleotide/carbohydrate phosphatases rather than protein phosphatases, and thus were 
not pursued further. Several of the 19 candidates (n=8) were not validated upon testing 
independent genetic reagents (Table 2). However, these reagents consisted of additional 
P element inserts, where the P element insertion site may not interfere with gene 
expression; or strains that could be used for overexpression, which also may not impact 
the function of a protein that is already at saturating levels. Therefore, a lack of 
validation with P-element inserts and overexpression for these candidate clock 
phosphatases does not eliminate them from the list of viable candidates. However, for 
two candidate phosphatases, Ptp69D and CanA14F, loss of function mutants upon 
isogenization did not give rise to any alteration of activity rhythms (Table 2) and 
therefore they can be eliminated from the list of viable candidates. Additional loss or 
gain of function genetic reagents were not available for another five candidate 
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phosphatases, which can be characterized further when such reagents are available. For 
example, P element inserts are now available for Gbs-70E and CG3530. 
Protein Phosphatase 1 (PP1) and Protein Phosphatase 2a (PP2a) had already been 
shown to function within the Drosophila clock when we started the screen 
(Sathyanarayanan et al., 2004; Fang et al., 2007). However, experiments showing 
dephosphorylation and stabilization of TIM by PP1 were carried out in S2 culture cells, 
and all the in vivo results were based on overexpression of the nuclear inhibitor of PP1 
(NIPP1) (Fang et al.,  2007). It is therefore possible that PP1 only indirectly targets TIM 
for dephosphorylation in vivo. Additionally, none of the PP2a subunits tested in 
Sathyanarayanan et al., 2004, were shown to affect the behavioral rhythms upon knock 
down. Andreazza et al., 2015, have now shown that the STRIPAK/PP2a phosphatase is 
involved in dephosphorylation of CLK. However, the phenotypes seen with PP2a 
knockdowns are using Dicer2 that enhances the RNAi potency; a reagent that was not 
employed in my RNAi screen. Nonetheless, I have tested RNAi knockdown of different 
subunits for PP1 and PP2a including Pp1-87B (CG5650/GD35025), flw 
(CG2096/GD29622), Pp1α-96A (CG6593/KK105525), Pp1-13C (CG9156/KK107770), 
tws (CG6235/KK104167), mts (CG7109/GD41924) wdb (CG5643/KK101406), and 
PP2A-B' (CG7913/KK107057) in clock cells in my screen. However, only Pp1α-96A 
and mts fulfilled our criteria for altered period and/or % arrhythmicity in behavioral 
assays. None of the available PP1α-96A P element inserts or clock cell-specific PP1α-
96A overexpression altered activity rhythms (Table 2). However, I wanted to test loss of 
PP1α-96A function and therefore used the CRISPR/Cas9 system to generate three PP1α-
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96A deletion mutants (Fig. 9). Unfortunately, none of these mutants were homozygous 
viable as adults, and, heterozygotes did not display altered activity rhythms (Table 2). 
MTS was an important target of the screen, however, during the course of my screening 
and validation, STRIPAK/PP2a was found to dephosphorylate CLK by another group 
(Andreazza et al., 2015). Nevertheless, numerous viable candidate clock phosphatases 
still remain, and I have now shown that Lar provides novel insight into the function of 
PDF signaling among pacemaker neurons to control locomotor activity rhythms 
(Agrawal and Hardin, 2016). 
Overall, I identified 19 protein phosphatases that may function within the 
Drosophila circadian clock. Lar and mts functions have now been characterized, and are 
shown to be important for dephosphorylation events regulating fly clocks (Agrawal and 
Hardin, 2016; Andreazza et al., 2015). Ptp69D and CanA14F loss of function mutants do 
not give rise to any alteration of activity rhythms upon isogenization and therefore are 
unlikely to directly dephosphorylate any core clock proteins. No loss of function mutants 
were available for the rest of the 15 candidates at present, and 5 of these candidates were 
not tested for validation at all in our study due to the lack of independent genetic 
reagents. One potential method for analyzing the remaining candidates is to use CRISPR 
technology (Gratz et al., 2013) to generate conditional mutants, which may avoid 
lethality associated with a complete loss of function. Further characterization of the 
remaining viable candidates may reveal novel features of the circadian timekeeping 
mechanism in Drosophila that are likely to be conserved in all animals including 
humans.   
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Identification and characterization of Lar 
Further genetic validation of the candidate phosphatases identified a novel function for 
the RPTP LAR, which I show is required for the development of circadian pacemaker 
neuron processes that support rhythmic activity in constant darkness but not during 
light:dark cycles (Agrawal and Hardin, 2016). Although loss of LAR function disrupts 
clock output by eliminating PDF release into the dorsal brain, PDF expression persists in 
LNv cell bodies and lLNv projections. In contrast to flies that lack PDF, flies that lack 
Lar anticipate lights-on and lights-off transitions normally, which suggests that the 
remaining PDF expression mediates activity during light:dark cycles. 
In Drosophila, sLNvs control the M activity peak and LNds plus the PDF-
negative fifth sLNv control the E activity peak (Helfrich-Forster, 2014; Beckwith and 
Ceriani, 2015). Projections from the M (sLNv) neurons and a subset of E (3 LNds plus 
fifth sLNv) neurons, together with those from lLNvs, terminate in the aMe (Helfrich-
Forster et al., 2007; Helfrich-Forster, 2014), a structure that is well preserved in Lar 
mutants and RNAi knockdowns. Importantly, the lLNvs play a major role in conveying 
light input from multiple cellular sources (e.g., retinal photoreceptors, Hofbauer-Buchner 
eyelets, and lLNvs) to the circadian system (Helfrich- Forster et al., 2002 and 2007; 
Shang et al., and Sheeba et al., 2008; Fogle et al., 2011). PDF signaling by lLNvs is 
known to phase advance (shorten the period) of M neurons and phase delay (lengthen 
the period) of E neurons (Wulbeck et al., 2008; Helfrich-Forster, 2014), suggesting that 
lLNvs communicate with M and E neurons to define the pattern of diurnal activity. 
Consistent with this possibility, the M and E neurons that project into the aMe express 
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the PDF receptor (PDFR; Im et al., 2011; Helfrich-Forster, 2014), and are thus capable 
of responding to PDF. Our results, together with those from previous studies, suggest a 
model for how diurnal rhythms are regulated; lLNvs receive light input, release PDF into 
the aMe, PDFR receptive E cells and M cells are phase delayed and phase advanced, 
respectively, thereby positioning the E activity peak at the lights-off transition and the M 
activity peak at the lights-on transition. Because the aMe houses the circadian pacemaker 
center in many insects (Homberg et al., 1991; Stengl and Homberg, 1994; Frisch et al., 
1996; Helfrich-Forster et al., 1998 and 2005), it may play a conserved role in regulating 
diurnal activity rhythms. A simple experiment to test this model would employ 
disruption of the projections from lLNvs into the aMe. If mutants that specifically disrupt 
lLNv projections into the aMe are available, then they should abolish LD activity pattern. 
Signaling by other neuropeptides and neurotransmitters may also be involved in 
mediating normal peaks of M and E activity in Lar mutant and RNAi knockdown flies 
(Beckwith and Ceriani, 2015). For instance, the two CRY positive LNds, the CRY 
positive fifth sLNv, and the CRY-positive DN1a and DN1p neurons also express the short 
neuropeptide F (sNPF) neuropeptide (Johard et al., and Yoshii et al., 2009; Yao and 
Shafer, 2014). Since clock neurons are all present in the Lar mutant and RNAi 
knockdown flies, it is possible that sNPF activity in these neurons is important in 
regulating the diurnal activity pattern. Moreover, LNd and DN1p neurons expressing 
sNPF also send projections to the aMe. Therefore, it will be interesting to determine the 
expression pattern of sNPF in the Lar heterozygous mutant and determine whether its 
expression is intact in the relevant neurons and processes (i.e. CRY positive dorsal 
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neurons and their projections into the aMe) mediating the communication between 
dorsal and ventral pacemaker neurons to control diurnal rhythms. Also, there are P 
element transposon inserts available for sNPF that may be used to reveal if disruption of 
sNPF activity causes aberrant diurnal rhythms consistent with this hypothesis. 
Additionally, a more exciting possibility to test is to determine whether a rescue of PDF 
signaling from the dorsal brain into the aMe (i.e. via the DN1p projections that go down 
to the aMe) may be sufficient to rescue signaling between the dorsal and ventral set of 
neurons in the Lar transheterozygotes, and therefore restore the communication and 
hence synchrony. To test this hypothesis, we can drive expression of PDF using 
DN1pGal4 driver and test for rescue of arrhythmicity caused by Lar heterozygous and 
pdf
01
 mutants in constant darkness. These experiments will reveal novel mechanisms 
regulating diurnal rhythms.  
LAR presumably functions to dephosphorylate substrates in sLNvs that enable 
proper growth and targeting of dorsal projections. Previous work shows that Lar is 
required for segmental nerve b motoneuron growth cones to recognize and enter their 
correct target regions, suggesting that LAR regulates the phosphorylation state of 
intracellular target proteins critical for growth cone guidance (Krueger et al., 1996; Wills 
et al., 1999). It is likely that a dynamic balance of kinase and phosphatase activities at 
the leading edge of the growth cone endows it with the ability to integrate convergent 
signals and translate them into appropriate steering decisions. This suggests that Lar is a 
necessary component in a ligand-mediated mechanism that normally guides axons 
through their appropriate choice points during the development of sLNv axon 
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architecture in the fly brain. Several LAR extracellular ligands, such as syndecan, dally-
like protein, and laminin-nidogen complex have been identified that contribute to motor 
axon guidance and synaptogenesis in flies and/or mammals (O’Grady et al., 1998; Fox 
and Zinn, 2005; Johnson et al., 2006). Intracellular substrates of LAR include β-catenin 
and p130cas, which control neurite outgrowth and apoptosis, respectively, depending on 
their phosphorylation state (Kypta et al., 1996; Weng et al., 1999; Xu and Fisher, 2012). 
Whether any of these LAR ligands or substrates contributes to sLNv dorsal projection 
development will require further investigation.  
It is possible that Lar achieves its restricted specificity through the localization of 
its activating ligand Syndecan (Sdc). The transmembrane heparan sulfate proteoglycan 
Sdc is a ligand for the neuronal RPTP LAR and has been demonstrated to contribute to 
LAR's function in motor axon guidance (Fox et al., 2005). Interestingly, Sdc has also 
been shown to be one of the top targets in the Gene Ontology analysis of Mef2, a 
transcription factor in Drosophila (Sivachenko et al., 2013). Mef2 is rhythmically 
expressed in clock neurons, and altering Mef2 levels or activity disrupts circadian 
behavioral rhythms (Blanchard et al., 2010) and rhythms in the daily sLNv fasciculation-
defasciculation cycle (Sivachenko et al., 2013). ChIP-Chip analysis has identified 
numerous Mef2 target genes implicated in Drosophila nervous system development, 
axon guidance, and axonogenesis (Sivachenko et al., 2013). Hence, it is possible that Sdc 
is expressed in the fly brain regions that target LAR activity in pathways modulating the 
development of axonal processes from pacemaker neurons thus contributing to 
locomotor activity rhythms. To test this hypothesis, it would be important to determine 
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the SDC expression pattern in the fly brain. It will also be interesting to determine if 
RNAi knockdown of Sdc causes a similar phenotype as Lar RNAi knockdown flies. This 
information will help our understanding of how signal transduction pathways through 
LAR regulate the circadian neuronal architecture.  
 
CRY expression and function in clock and non-clock cells 
In Drosophila, rhythmic gene expression is synchronized to LD cycles by the blue light 
photoreceptor CRYPTOCHROME (CRY). Upon detection of light, CRY binds TIM and 
promotes its light-dependent degradation, thus entraining the molecular clockwork to LD 
cycles. CRY is also known to alter K
+
 channel conductance in lLNvs, thereby 
influencing neuronal excitability. In addition, CRY proteins have light-independent 
transcriptional functions in many animals and, like other canonical clock proteins, may 
have non-circadian roles. Despite this multi-functionality of CRY protein in different 
animals, CRY expression and function have been characterized only for the brain 
pacemaker neurons in the flies, thus it remains unclear which CRY functions extend to 
peripheral clock and non-clock tissues.  
To define CRY function in peripheral clock and non-clock tissues, we generated 
a GFP-tagged-cry transgene that I have shown rescues all the known functions of 
endogenous CRY protein. Immunostaining with anti-GFP reveals the expected GFP-
CRY expression pattern in the brain (Fig. 18), as well as neurons that have not been 
shown to be associated with the circadian clock. One cluster of ~12 non-clock containing 
neurons per brain hemisphere (Fig. 18) have projections that extend towards the central 
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complex where GFP-CRY is detected under constant dark conditions when CRY 
accumulates to high levels. The central complex is a structure in the insect brain that 
integrates sensory input and coordinates motor output. The same clusters of non-clock 
neurons were also revealed by different cry-gal4 lines and CRY antibody staining 
(Emery et al., 2000; Zhao et al., 2003; Klarsfeld et al., 2004; Yoshii et al., and Benito et 
al., 2008). The CRY positive non-clock neurons that project to the ellipsoid body 
resemble the large field neurons R4 (Renn et al., 1999). The R4m cells are presumed to 
receive afferent input from the optic foci and from fibers of widely branching neurons in 
the protocerebrum. Previous studies indicate that these neurons are involved in 
consolidation of long-term olfactory memory (Wu et al., 2007), but additional studies 
will be required to determine what role CRY may play in these cells. One possibility is 
to over-express cry in this central complex region using R4m specific Gal4 i.e. c819-
Gal4 in a cry mutant background and measure differences in consolidation of long-term 
olfactory memory formation in comparison to cry mutants. If there is a significant effect 
of CRY in the memory formation, then this may identify the relevant molecule and 
hence the pathways important in mediating this behavior. Moreover, it will be interesting 
to see if light alters CRY levels in these non-clock cells thus affecting the associated 
behavior. 
I also demonstrate that the entrainment of the central brain clock and peripheral 
clock by short light pulses is mediated by a common photoreceptive pathway, where 
GFP-CRY promotes light-dependent TIM degradation in peripheral clock tissues, which 
is disrupted by the cry
03
 mutation. My results suggest that CRY contributes in a cell-
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autonomous manner to the PER/TIM molecular cycles. This presumably reflects 
photoreceptor-independent function for CRY in peripheral cells and tissues. It is not 
obvious why free-running clock oscillations are preserved in LNs but not in MTs of 
cry
03
 mutants. The lack of CRY may be compensated for by as yet unrevealed LN-
specific clock components, by input from other structures in the central nervous system, 
or by the network that preserves synchronized molecular oscillations in the absence of 
CRY (Helfrich-Forster et al., 2001; Veleri et al., 2003 and 2007; Rieger et al., 2003; 
Yoshii et al., 2008). In contrast, MTs consist of non-innervated epithelium in which 
clock functions do not seem to be affected by the fly internal milieu. Thus, there may be 
more opportunities for redundant mechanisms to maintain free-running clocks in LNs 
than in MTs.  
Using larval salivary glands, which lack a functional circadian clock and are 
amenable to electrophysiological recording, I found a role for CRY in the regulation of 
cell membrane physiology; membrane Ri in cry
03
 null mutant glands was lower than in 
wild-type and was rescued by the GFP-cry transgene. The impact of CRY on the Ri of 
these non-excitable cells is light-independent and mediated by K
+
 channels. Having 
shown that CRY is important for maintaining PER/TIM molecular rhythms in adult 
peripheral tissues and membrane function in larval salivary glands, one interesting 
question that now arises is if CRY function in peripheral clock tissues is somehow 
required to maintain circadian oscillator function in different peripheral tissues. It is 
possible that CRY impacts the peripheral oscillators by getting feedback from membrane 
proteins and/or signaling molecules. This may be the reason why cry
03
 mutants show 
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loss of PER and TIM rhythms in adult MTs. In support of this possibility, it has been 
shown that rhythms in SCN neuron firing is required to maintain rhythms in PER2 
expression (Granados-Fuentes et al., 2015) and that membrane hyperpolarization in SCN 
cultures, reversibly abolishes the rhythmic expression of PER1 (Lundkvist and Block, 
2005). It will be important to see how changes in membrane responses impact the 
physiological function of different clock and non-clock peripheral tissues. For example, 
one can look at fluid secretion from adult MTs of flies (Dow et al., 1994), glue secretion 
from salivary glands and/or gene expression profile for digestive enzymes (as a proxy 
for salivary gland function) in cry mutants vs. the controls. 
Light activation of Drosophila CRY also evokes conformational changes in the 
C-terminus of CRY that promotes interactions with TIM and the ubiquitin ligase 
component JETLAG (JET), which leads to the sequential degradation of TIM and CRY 
to effect circadian entrainment (Rosato et al., 2001; Busza et al., 2004; Koh et al., and 
Peschel et al., 2006; Peschel et al., 2009). However, light activated CRY mediates 
circadian entrainment and neuronal firing via different mechanisms based on their 
different activation thresholds and relative dependence on the C-terminus of CRY (Fogle 
et al., 2011). Moreover, light-induced CRY conformational changes that promote JET 
binding (thus causing circadian entrainment) occur in oxidized and reduced states of 
CRY, and are unaffected in CRY tryptophan mutants, that presumably are responsible 
for intra protein electron transfer reactions following light-evoked reduction of the FAD 
cofactor (Wang et al., 2012; Vaidya et al., 2013). Current evidence suggests that light 
induced membrane depolarization depends on the redox state of CRY, but not 
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conformational changes in the CRY C-terminal domain. In contrast, light-induced clock 
resetting depends on conformational changes in the CRY C-terminal domain, but may 
not depend on CRY redox state (Riganti et al., 2004; Ozturk et al., 2014; Fogle et al., 
2015). Given these mechanistic differences, it would be interesting to see if redox state 
alters CRY dependent changes in salivary gland membrane physiology. Pharmacological 
treatments that specifically disrupt the CRY redox-sensitive flavin chromophore, such as 
the flavin-specific redox inhibitor diphenyleneiodonium (DPI) or the oxidizer H2O2, may 
abolish CRY mediated electrophysiological responses in salivary gland cells of wild-
type flies. Likewise, it will be informative to test the membrane properties of salivary 
glands in superoxide dismutase (SOD) enzyme mutants that also lead to genetic 
disruption of the cellular redox environment.  
CRY’s homology with DNA photolyases leads to the suggestion that CRY was 
the original light sensitive molecule; primitive organisms could detect light and regulate 
gene expression with one molecule (CRY) to avoid damage by sunlight during light-
sensitive processes such as DNA replication. Photoreception and transcriptional 
feedback loops are ubiquitous features of circadian pacemakers. Therefore, circadian 
rhythms may have begun when a DNA repair protein acquired the ability to auto-
regulate expression in a light-and ultimately time-dependent manner. While ancestral 
CRY may have acted as both a light sensor and a transcriptional repressor, non-
Drosophilid insects such as the monarch butterfly Danaus plexippus have two cry genes 
which either repress transcription or sense light. Thus, circadian clocks may well have 
their origins in rapid responses to light, and the anticipatory clock gene networks could 
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have subsequently been built around CRY, a light-responsive protein and a 
transcriptional repressor whose function has gradually become specialized. Nonetheless, 
recent discoveries including those described here implicate CRY proteins in fundamental 
cytoplasmic and plasma membrane regulatory roles. The multi-function CRY protein in 
insect peripheral tissues, which can be clock- and light-independent, raises questions as 
to what is the ancestral function of this protein, which ultimately gave rise to such 
diverse roles as a circadian photoreceptor in plants and a circadian transcriptional 
repressor in mammals. Thus, mCRYs could have evolved some distance away from their 
primordial photoreceptive functions into those that are more a part of the clockworks 
compared to other organisms, such as Drosophila.  
Drosophila CRY in peripheral tissues, if not within the brain, could be a 
feedback loop component as well as a photoreceptor. In peripheral tissues (e.g. the eye) 
from other mammalian-like organisms, CRYs remain candidates for participating in the 
control of information flow from the environment into a centrally located circadian 
pacemaker. I therefore think that Drosophila CRY exemplifies the ancestral role of a 
photoreceptor acting as a light-dependent regulator of the circadian feedback loop, 
whereas mammalian CRYs have preserved a role within the circadian feedback loop but 
shed their direct photoreceptor function. I cannot, however, exclude the possibility that 
mammalian CRYs act as photoreceptors for other possible functions, circadian or 
otherwise, not detected in previous assays. Moreover, CRY mediated changes in larval 
salivary gland Ri, independent of light, adds further complexity in explaining the 
evolution of the functional properties for this molecule. It is possible that CRY function 
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in membrane properties at early developmental stages (i.e. the larvae) is yet not light 
sensitive, or that CRY has tissue specific functions to regulate the local physiology of 
that tissue. Based on my findings, I would speculate that many more roles for CRY as a 
regulator of cytoplasmic or membrane physiology might emerge, raising the question of 
when and where these functions arose? However, additional studies will be necessary to 
dissect the evolution of this protein’s function and define the relevant signaling 
pathways. 
 
Conclusions 
A major objective of my research was to determine how dephosphorylation of core clock 
proteins impinges on rhythmic transcription within the autoregulatory feedback loop that 
keeps circadian time in Drosophila melanogaster. Speciﬁc post-translational 
modiﬁcations such as the phosphorylation of clock proteins carries timing information 
that controls circadian oscillations. Therefore, determining the role of protein 
phosphorylation was vital to understanding circadian timekeeping mechanisms. I 
approached this question by employing a genome-wide RNAi screen to identify 
candidate protein phosphatases that may advance our understanding of the molecular 
mechanism of Drosophila clocks.  
Using genetic manipulations, immunohistochemistry, behavioral and 
biochemical tools, I have found a novel function for the RPTP Lar in the development of 
a circadian pacemaker neuron process that supports rhythmic activity in constant 
darkness but not during LD cycles. This finding, along with further analysis of other 
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candidate clock phosphatases, will help us unravel the mechanistic links between the 
core oscillator and the output pathways that are important for maintaining diurnal 
rhythms. 
Lastly, I have demonstrated for the first time that CRY is not only essential in 
peripheral tissues to maintain PER and TIM molecular rhythms, but is also required for 
mediating K
+
 channel-dependent changes in membrane responses. This effect is light-
independent, cell-autonomous and is present in peripheral tissues devoid of a circadian 
clock. Future work is needed to answer several important questions. How does CRY 
support circadian oscillator function in peripheral tissues? How do CRY-dependent 
membrane properties in clock and non-clock tissues affect clock function and/or 
synchrony? What is the effect of eliminating CRY on salivary gland physiology? How 
did CRY evolve to perform such diverse functions in different tissues and different 
organisms? Results obtained from these studies should stimulate further interdisciplinary 
research in the fields of chronobiology, physiology and structural biology, and reveal 
mechanisms that are much awaited! 
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APPENDIX 
 
The GFP-cry transgene can also be used to identify CRY interacting proteins that 
mediate CRY-dependent neuronal activity and phase resetting in the fly peripheral 
tissues. Identifying proteins associated with CRY will define mechanisms that mediate 
light-dependent phase shifting. In addition, it will enhance our understanding of how 
CRY activates neuronal activity and behavior via environmental stimulation and will 
reveal mechanisms underlying arousal. I carried out a pilot experiment to identify CRY 
interacting proteins via mass-spectrometry of purified GFP-CRY complexes from fly 
heads using GFP-nanobodies (Fig. 25). Analysis shows that GFP-CRY is highly 
enriched (i.e. > 600 peptides detected representing > 80% coverage), and that TIM and 
JET (proteins expected to interact after light exposure) can be successfully pulled down 
specifically in the light treated sample (positive controls). My preliminary results have 
identified several CRY interacting proteins (Table 8) that function in multiple cellular 
processes including ubiquitin/proteasome pathways, redox signaling and signal 
transduction pathways. Further work using GFP-CRY as a tool for mass spectrometric 
analysis will identify novel proteins that mediate CRY-dependent phase shifting and/or 
neuronal activity in response to light. 
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Figure 25: GFP-cry;cry03 transgenic flies as a tool for mass spectrometric analysis. GFP-
CRY complexes were successfully purified from the heads (~5ml) of GFP-cry;cry03 flies 
entrained to a 12h light:12h dark (LD) cycle using anti-GFP nanobody coated beads. 
Purified samples were submitted to MS Bioworks for LC/MS/MS analysis. Other details 
are as described in text and Methods. 
 
Table 8: Key hits identified upon mass spectrometric analysis of GFP-CRY complexes. 
Other details are as described in text and Methods. 
 
Key examples of 
CRY interacting 
proteins 
Spectral counts in 
light treated 
sample 
Spectral counts in 
dark sample 
Spectral counts in 
control GFP 
sample 
CRY 643 661 6 
TIM 26 - 0 
JET 5 - 0 
TRPL 18 13 0 
CG4587 6 - 0 
UBCD4 5 6 0 
Total Interactors 172 220  
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Methods 
Briefly, to identify novel CRY interacting proteins, young (1-2 day old) w
1118
;GFP-
cry;cry
03
 flies were entrained to 12h light:12h dark (LD) cycle. ~5 ml fly heads were 
collected either after a 30 min light pulse applied at dawn or kept in the dark 30 min 
after ‘subjective’ dawn in case of controls. GFP-CRY complexes in the fly head extracts 
were purified using anti-GFP nanobody coated beads and the purified samples were then 
sent to MS Bioworks for LC/MS/MS analysis. Results were analyzed to identify proteins 
that were significantly elevated/present in the light pulsed animals as compared to the 
non-pulsed controls using the criteria specified by MS Bioworks. 
 
